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Editorial
Apparently a whole year has passed while I haven’t 
been paying attention... How does that always hap-
pen? 
I guess this means I should welcome you to another 
edition of Footprints. Although the appearance of 
Footprints constantly changes,  its essence remains 
the same. I hope you enjoy looking back on these 
events and remember good times and friends, les-
sons learned and find inspiration for the future. 

Ten pedantic suggestions for future editors
1. Layout consistency is boring. 
2. When editing, use as many semicolons as possible; semicolons are awesome. 
3. Using “get”, “got” or “gotten” makes you look inbred and retarded. There are always more eloquent alternatives. 
4. Use basic grammar. I will go through old copies of Footprints, circle mistakes, and hunt you down with the magazine. (Feel free to do 
me the same.) 
5. However, in reality the job is rather huge to pick up all mistakes and people will still thank you for editing regardless. Suck it up, 
Grammar Nazi. 
6. Never say you’re going to write a list of ten things if you can’t think of ten things to write. 
7. Don’t be a hypocrite. 
9. Boast frequently about your maths ability/ ginormous quadriceps so people don’t 
notice that you can’t count. 
10. When digging yourself into a hole, always have an escape plan and  prepared distract- hey look, FREE FOOD! 

Yours sincerely, Anna Luo
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I liked reading “ten things learned while editing Footprints” from an old edition, so I thought today I’d write 
something similar.

To my successor, Louis Christie. Although the job 
of Publications officer can at times be gruelling and 
thankless, keep in mind the total power you hold 
over the media empire of AUTC. You can print 
subliminal orders in the newsletters and these pages 
to your heart’s content... and no-one will ever know.  
Good luck, and enjoy. 

Self-portrait, age 12 Self-portrait, age 21
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This has been a great year in terms of safety, with no major incidents in AUTC- led trips*. This year, the club held three beginners’ 
snow schools, an advanced snow school, and a beginner and advanced bush school. These were all well-attended, and oversubscribed 
in the case of snow schools. Through these courses, we hope to raise respect and awareness of the risks trampers and climbers take, 
which are an unfortunately constant reminder in the news. Bad weather, rapidly rising rivers, adverse alpine conditions, becoming 
lost, underestimating the terrain… the list goes on. 

There have been a huge number of trips go out this year – more than 75 were posted to the mailing list, and it’s not even summer 
yet (while I’m writing this)! It is awesome to see so many new members taking on the challenge of leading a trip, and pulling off a 
successful and fun event. A great way to check out the trip highlights is to have a look at the entries to the photo competition – on 
Facebook and hopefully eventually also the website. One that stood out to me was the successful discovery of the Table Mountain hut 
book, which I have yet to find; even after two attempts on the “world’s worst tramp”.

One of the highlights of this year for me was the trip I took to the Olivine Ice Plateau with Sylvie at the start of the year. This was a 
huge challenge and a great learning experience for us, rich in adventure and isolation, and significantly lacking in tent poles. In my 
opinion, one of the best things you can gain from AUTC is the confidence and the skills to take on the back country’s most remote 
playgrounds, on nature’s terms and conditions, and forge great friendships along the way. 

“This is quite unpleasant” –Sylvie Admore, Olivine gorge 2014, after 2 days of bush bashing through the most dense, bluffy sh***y bush you could imagine. 

This year has seen some improvements to the hut, with a well-attended working bee taking place earlier in the year. Several improve-
ments were made, with the major one being the reconstruction of a rotten bit of wall to the left of the door. We also cleaned out the 
space under the bunks, and located Anton’s long-lost inhaler and toothbrush. I believe there are some more planned changes in the 
pipeline, which will be passed on to the lucky hut officer of 2015!

We are in the process of finishing up the new website, which should go live next year. This should be easier to use, and will hopefully 
be free of a few pesky bugs which are currently holding it up! Good luck to next year’s website officer on this!

Finally, I would like to thank the rest of the committee. These guys have put a huge amount of work into keeping the club running 
smoothly. Thank you for your organization, imagination, and contribution to all aspects of AUTC. In particular Sarah and Luey/Carl 
were a very efficient and organized executive team, ensuring all (most) meetings happened on time, and club correspondence and 
funds were kept up to date.

Wishing you all the best for future wanderings, 

Helen Liley
Captain 2014, signing out.  

*The exception to this was when Helen decided not to attempt to repeat Tony' gravity test off the pinnacles, or Stephen’s attempted speed descent record, but rather 
enjoy a scenic flight around the lovely slopes of Mt Ruapehu after a kindly pickup. Not an AUTC trip. Let’s just leave it there. 

Captain’s Report

Greetings Trampers, Walkers, Hikers, Wanderers, 
Staggerers, Crawlers… 

So we have reached the end of another brilliant year of 
tramping, and tramping-related fun-times… Kicking 
off the year, O-camp turned on some perfect weather 
80-odd keen newbies descended upon O’nuku. Many 
beersies and winesies later, a surprise show by the 
AURAC president Petrouchka led to the inaugural 
captains Sock Wrestle and Roof traverse, some titles I 
am expecting Matt Battley to hold on to for next year!
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Socials Officers’ Report
So another year has come to pass! We can now look back and reminisce about this past year’s events. 
We’ve had a successful year with socials, and we’ve meet some awesome people on the way. What started out as a simple “let’s 
try it out!”  has pleasantly evolved into an awesome year of social trips with great turnout rates to most events.  I’m pleased 
that we managed to do quite a few events, such as our annual O-week trip to our beloved O’nuku Hut in the Waitaks; Wine 
and Cheese at Mt Eden; Cornwall park BBQ; May camp at Hunuas ranges; Hut Birthday (turned 70!); Movie night and Cook 
off at the Pinnacles. 

O-camp
Our annual trip to the Waitaks. The first trip of the year and among the big-
gest we do. We had an awesome turnout of over 70+ people. Transport was 
a mix of cars and one bus; funnily enough the bus actually ended up waiting 
at the wrong car park for over 2 hours, wondering if AUTC had perhaps 
taken a wrong turn on the trails. Meanwhile we were chilling under some 
trees near Piha beach and enjoying plenty of chocolate and ice cream from 
the local store.Besides that problem it went rather smoothly, with people on 
arrival being able to pick a range of tracks ranging in difficulty, from an easy 
1 hour and 30 minute trip to a 6 hour one.  Following a stream dip by some 
and a few games of volleyball and cards, dinner was served. Amazing burg-
ers and salad, with a vegetarian option of course! This was followed by our 
famous hut games and partying with music. Tell me, have you heard of Table 
Traversing? Well come along to our next o’trip to find out! Many thanks to 
the committee that helped out that night!

Wine and Cheese 
Upon the arrival of around 70 eager AUTCers 
at the university, we made our way onwards and 
upwards to the summit of Mt Eden. There, as we 
sat upon the grass and looked over the golden 
glow of our city basked in the light of the setting 
sun, we partook in the classy drinking of box 
wine from plastic cups, and the consumption of 
cheese and crackers. 

Movie night with fondue 
Free fondue and a movie turned out to be rather 
popular (who knew with students?!) “Wolf of 
Wall Street” was the movie of choice and Laura 
finally had the chocolate fondue she’d always 
dreamed of! “Wolf of Wall Street” broke the 
record for highest count of the F-word in one 
movie sitting… though it was a good movie 
overall and the fondue went down a treat for 
all those that attended - which was around 40 
people(!!)  

Pizza and beer night
Pizza night was in Fort Street Union, with their 1-dollar pizza and 5-dollar 
beer night. It was a good cheap night out, as the pizza is decent for the price! 
And, the first thirty slices were on the club! If I recall, over 20 people came 
and many a banter was heard that night. I would definitely recommend this as 
a monthly thing!
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Cave party 
Cave party was a blast, with a good turnout of 40+ people. Hannah’s vegetarian 
nachos went down a treat with all. Everyone decked themselves in glow-in-the-
dark paint and glow-in-the-dark sticks. The “Ball room” cave (yes, it’s HUGE) was 
warmly lit with 100s of tea lights, glowing balloons and… you guessed it, more 
glow-in-the-dark sticks. We played various drinking games while a storm brewed 
right outside the entrance of our cave. Needless to say, we were all fine! Definitely 
an exciting night.

Hut birthday 
Back to to Waitaks to celebrate the 70th Birthday of our club hut, O’nuku! Despite an 
unwelcome discovery that only the rear of the waterfall was accessible due to track 
closures, we still had a swell time enjoying the spectacular views by the dam over 
lunch. Once at the hut, a few of us made ourselves right at home by clambering into 
our onesies. Potluck dinner that night was a treat as usual, followed by ice cream 
which had been kept cool by nothing other than dry ice! Table traversing, chocolate 
crazy dress game (involving two 500g blocks of chocolate - yup, we ate it all), “Cards 
against Humanity”, “Spoons”... a good time was had by all!

Pinnacles Cook off
This year’s cook off went extremely well, with more people wanting to attend than we had spaces for. It was held in the usual place in the 
Coromandel Pinnacles hut, with 34 people attending. We had a rather spectacular and decadent range of food on offer for all three courses. 
This ranged from sushi to Anna’s banoffee pie (for which she carried 5 kilos of ice!) Prizes ranged from the “most creative tool brought”, to 
of course, the best dishes in their categories. With Anna taking 3 wins overall! 

May camp 
We had our annual May camp in the Hunua Ranges this 
year, with a massive turnout. With so many people wanting 
to attend, we had to limit numbers due to transport! This 
trip had some decent tracks with a range in ability catered 
for. We had an awesome party that night with people climb-
ing the ceiling supports...naked! And rumor has it that 
people went skinny- dipping... What an interesting May 
camp this was! Though I do hear nudity is tradition. 

Posh dins 
This was held at Elliott Stables with people dress-
ing up in fancy dress. Even some older members 
turned up, which was most welcome. Later in the 
evening, people headed out for some karaoke. All 
in all it was a decent night out on the cheap!

Socials Officers:
Laura Goudie &
Joseph Griffiths
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Alpine Officer’s Report

I started my year off with collecting gear from Christina, documents from Tom, and a feeling of “gosh what got I 
myself into”. The first few months were calm, as people only need the odd piece of gear for some amazing trip in the 
South Island. (Hint: enjoy your great long summer while you are not tied down by a job and go out there to ex-
plore).

The alpine season was supposed to start with a great weekend at Ruapehu. We had planned a trip to the Great 
Pinnacle followed by an avalanche course the next day. The weather gods decided only to grant us one day, so we 
spent the first day with hot chocolates in front of the fire. The next day Peak Safety helped us brush up our avalanche 
knowledge and rescue skills.

The inter-semester break started with the popular beginner and advanced snow schools. A serious accident on 
the Pinnacles involving a friend and club member led to postponing the third snow school. Luckily, the climber is 
recovering well and we hope to see him on trips not too far away. The snow school participants, instructors, and 
NZAC were understanding and flexible. Thus, we were able to run the third snow school in the mid semester break. 

My personal highlight of this winter season was a trip to the South Island with friends and club members. We based 
ourselves at the Pioneer hut and skied the Neve of Fox and Franz Joseph Glacier. The weather was great and the 
mountain gods were generous, allowing us to climb the Minarets.

Tony organised an Alpine Safety Talk towards the end of the season. He talked about his accident and stimulated 
discussions about why we climb and what risk we are willing to take while climbing. Pet reflected on two recent 
mountaineering accidents in New Zealand. Owen finished the evening with an overview of the way people perceive 
risk versus the actual risk they expose themselves to.

While I’m writing this report I see pictures of people skiing in late November. This must mean this year’s winter 
season was pretty good. I met a lot of great people, keen trampers and climbers and learned a lot about mountain-
eering. It was a good year as alpine officer and I hope Stephen will have the same resume after his turn.

                                                                           All the best Stephen!

Alpine Officer: Roman Amman. 
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Life Member: Ivan Pickens
1930 - 2014

Life member Ivan Pickens died in February 2014 aged 83. 

He was an enthusiastic tramper and mountaineer and 
became very fully involved in the club’s activities from his 
first enrolment as a BSc student in 1949.  
At the end of his first year he was carrying loads of timber 
up to the NZ Alpine Club’s “new” (but since demolished) 
hut below Delta Corner on Ruapehu in an After Degree 
Camp. When he moved to Otago University in 1951 he 
formed an ‘Otago branch of the AUCTC’ , continued 
to write articles for Footprints and came north for May 
Camp. His commitment to the club was shown by his 
going on eleven consecutive Full Time May Camps when 
the club traversed the ridges, streams and huts of the 
Hunuas for four days in the May vacation before 
meeting up at the Presbyterian Bible Class Camp at the 
Hunua Falls for the socially popular weekend.
  

Author: Brian Davis

 Remote country in the South Island was one of his great loves which he shared with the club in the 1950s. He spent three weeks in the 
alpine fastness of the Douglas Glacier and Harpers Rock Bivouac country before crossing into the Landsborough. He was back later 
travelling up the Clarke River to Marks Flat and a climb of the west peak of Mt Hooker. The party, which included the writer, returned 
by fording the Landsborough and crossing the Main Divide at Chloe Col (then Nameless Col), the first west to east crossing of that pass. 
He was back in the Landsborough a later year crossing from the Hopkins via Charity Col and returning over Brodrick Pass. Ivan sought 
out climbs in an even more remote area with a club trip to a then largely unexplored area of Fiordland, the peninsula between Doubtful 
and Dagg Sounds. Reaching the tops from the shore line proved in itself a notable challenge. Ivan’s most significant climb was that of the 
virgin northeast ridge of Mt Aspiring. With three Aucklanders in the NZ Alpine Club’s 1955 climbing camp in the Matukituki the party 
traversed the Therma glacier to the foot of the ridge. With an Otago party they made good progress  to meet the Coxcomb Ridge. The 
two parties then moved on to the summit in deteriorating weather; Ivan recalled that his aneroid read 11,000’ on the 9932’ mountain.
Ivan acted as the Club’s Alpine Adviser and his wise counsel and advice was much appreciated. He developed a recipe for Ivan’s biscuits 
and was remembered as a dusty tramp in a skit at May Camp’s Saturday evening’s entertainment.
Ivan married fellow tramper Nancy Jenkinson in 1957 and the couple built a house on a bush block in Oratia, close to their beloved 
Waitakere Ranges. The couple regularly wrote a natural history column for the Wilderness magazine. Ivan was keen to pass on his love 
and knowledge of the bush and the mountains establishing a tramping club at Mt Roskill Grammar School; school teaching was fol-
lowed by a second career in the Social Welfare Department where many appreciated his wisdom and experience. 
Ivan was a strong, dogged, quiet, undemonstrative tramper and climber. His trips were always well organised; to do what he and his 
parties did without mishap reflects sound judgment of his and others’ capabilities as well as careful planning. 
He is survived by his wife, Nancy and by their four children and their families.
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New Life Member: John Cater

REGARDING JOHN CATER. 
With regards to electing John to life member, two previous club captian wrote the following in support. 

KAT COLLIER (CAPTAIN 2010, FIRST YEAR OF JOHN’S TERM)
According to the AUTC constitution, the requirement for nomination to Life Membership is “any person or persons having 
rendered outstanding service to the club”. To date, this honour has been awarded only 27 times in the course of the club’s 82-year 
history. 
As many of you will know, John Cater became the club President in 2010, following the retirement of David Gauld. From the first, 
John impressed us all with his commitment to the club, his genuine (or at least, very well-feigned) interest in the goings-on of the 
committee, and - perhaps even more remarkably - the way he actually appeared to enjoy the role. Being President is in many ways 
a tedious and rather thankless task, consisting as it does mostly of chairing AGMs and waiting around to pick up the pieces after 
chopper call-outs. Nonetheless, John carries off these seemingly banal tasks with his trademark charm and aplomb. 
One of my earliest memories of John relates to the 2010 May Camp, very soon after he had taken over as President. John had 
the misfortune to arrive at camp halfway through an exceedingly tedious pub quiz, from which most of us were attempting to 
distract ourselves with drink, and quietly dying of boredom. John managed to keep us sufficiently entertained with tales of great 
May Camps past to prevent us all from actually crying into our beer. He also very kindly provided us with a plate of teeny weeny 
cupcakes, lovingly decorated in pink and green icing (I think they were left over from his daughter’s birthday party). Anton, with 
the respect for authority and due courtesy one would expect, then proceeded to demolish this tasteful offering by throwing said 
cupcakes around the room (he claims that they were aimed at me, though I’m sure I don’t remember what the provocation was...). 
I think that John may secretly have been a trifle annoyed at having his gift treated in this fashion, and the liberal spattering of pink 
icing across his shirt-front can’t have helped. It is a testament to his character that he restrained whatever thoughts were going 
through his mind, and took this vicious assault upon his cupcakes with good grace. Presumably, he also forgave Anton eventually. 
Since taking office, John has remained a steadfast presence in club life, helping new committees to find their feet, frequent-
ly running out along Ridge Road to join the party at O’camp, and always keeping one eye on the safety portfolio. He has been 
involved with a number of search and rescue efforts on behalf of lost or stranded club members, and is known for his cool head 
in moments of crisis. He is also involved in much behind-the-scenes discussion, mediating disagreements and keeping in touch 
with past club members, and was instrumental in the drive for AUTC to become an incorporated society several years ago. John is 
exceedingly generous with his time, and remains good-humoured in the face of all provocation. His stories about the glory days of 
the tramping club give us something to aspire to - May Camp skits, square dancing and all. 
All in all, he’s a pretty good bloke. You should vote for him. 

JEAN MANSEL (CAPTAIN 1994, LIFE MEMBER)
 If you had asked any of his contemporaries during our university years, John would not have been an obvious candidate for presi-
dent, let alone life membership. But, as he himself pointed out, if anyone had stopped to think logically, John being, in short, clever, 
was probably one of the most likely out of us all to end up with a university based career and therefore most likely to be a club 
president. Academic career aside, it is in fact John’s innate understanding of the importance that AUTC plays for its current and 
former members, that underpins his success as a club president. His understanding of the AUTC ‘lifestyle’ transcends generations.
As a student member, John was an accomplished tramper who led most of the trips he did with AUTC. While he had many friends 
who went on ‘staunch-keep-up-or-die-we’re-sharing-half-a-toothbrush-to-save-weight’ 10+ day expeditions, John was more of a 
social tramper; not as in ‘ he went to all the parties but didn’t go tramping’.  John was a social tramper who did all the social-able 
tramps. His dry wit has always been evident. After a particularly cold and wintry Kaimanawas tramp, John announced at the next 
trip launch that his forth coming trip to Whirinaki was going to be flat…..all of it……even the rivers would be flat!
These days, it doesn’t take too long to become conscious of John’s passion for his role as club president which is manifested through 
his understanding of the club’s current members, in particular its committee members. You only have to listen to how current AUTC 
members describe John’s enactment of his presidency to appreciate his innate understanding of the importance that AUTC has 
played and continues to play in the formation of many deep and lifelong friendships. While the focus of AUTC is tramping, it has 
always been the social aspect that holds the club together. John epitomised, merged and continues to merge and epitomise the best 
of both. In this way, John represents what keeps and has always kept AUTC a strong club. And that most certainly has to be worthy 
of life membership status.

This year John Cater, current AUTC president since 2010, was elected to life member. Congratulations, John! 
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What time period were you a student member in the club and what are some of the major differences between now and than?
I was first a member in the mid-90s, but after I graduated I continued to go on the South Island trips in summer, and kept up 
with the club as best I could into the early 2000s while I was still living in the Southern Hemisphere.

What is a highlight of your time in the club?
There is definitely several; number one is meeting my future wife, Melissa on a Mountain Safety Course. Number two is
probably an epic winter Ruahines trip with Dave Palmer & Nick Roberts. Also, splashing down a stream in Whirinaki on a 
sunny day is a happy memory.

What is a lowlight of your time in the club?
Snowed in in a hut in the Kaimanawa’s with a pyromaniac who was making bombs from toilet rolls and unleaded petrol; I 
was cold, scared and very grumpy.

What challenges do you think the club will face over the next few years?
The club is getting enormous! It will be challenging for us to engage with a larger number of members without resorting to 
more big social trips (I know I have a reputation for running large trips myself, but I find 4-6 the right number for a great 
tramp). Also, now we are an independent incorporated Society we may have a few challenges associated with the changing 
way in which the University is interacting with clubs.

Questions written by Anton Gulley

Questions and Answers with John

What are your main responsibilities as club president?
Formally, my main responsibility is to chair General Meetings of the club. Over 
the last few years I have extended my remit a bit to watching over some of the 
safety aspects of the club activities, which is mostly just being a backup contact for 
EPIRB activations and reviewing trip intentions forms.

What does being a life member mean to you?
I am humbled to be part of this group of trampers. There are some legendary life 
members who were very staunch and have undertaken some epic trips. I feel very 
inadequate compared to them!

Decisions. 
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Guess the tramp! 
Which of NZ’s favourite places are these photos from? 

A B

C

D E



F G

H

I J



Montana Heritage Trail

The second weekend back at university for the year, the whole country was bombarded with the most severe weath-
er warnings and forecast imaginable. All the international students are getting worried calls from their mums and 
dads – why did we send our wee angels all the way to this crazy country they call New Zealand? Well who wants 
to come for a walk in the Waitakere Ranges with me? There were originally around 25 signed up for this trip but 
come Friday night everyone seemed to be spraining their necks or twisting their ankles at the Rec Centre. I think 
OHS should investigate. And so despite the severe weather warnings and diminishing numbers a select few still 
persevered. It’s only the Waitaks after all and we could pull out last minute if we really had to. 
As we pulled up at the Falls Rd car park there was hardly a drizzle. With our raincoats pulled over our heads and 
lunch stowed safely in our bags we headed into the bush. The Montana Heritage Trail took us through beautiful 
native bush and underneath the mighty Kauri trees. We learned about Kauri Die Back and the importance of doing 
everything we can to prevent the spread of this nasty disease killing these magnificent trees. Along the trail are 
some spectacular views across the ranges and out to the West Coast. We added on a side-trip to the club hut where 
we found a dry spot to eat lunch and play the piano. Continuing our way around the track to the dam we laughed 
at the weather forecast – so where is this atrocious wind and rain you promised us? It was almost sunny. So fine in 
fact we went for a refreshing dip in the hidden swimming hole underneath the Cascades. All in all it was a fantastic 
start to the year. 
All those who faked a sickie at the last minute – shame on you. You missed out on a brilliant tramp.

SHELTER!! Arriving at O’nuku. 

Waitakere bush in the rain- er, “rain”. 

Author: Anna Bergin

Date: Saturday 15 March 2014
Location: Waitakere Ranges, Auckland
Trip leader: Anna Bergin
Trampers: misc. unnamed randoms
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Taranaki Summer Scramble

Date: Sat-Sun 20-21 March 2014
Location: Mt. Taranaki, Taranaki
Trip leader: Tuan Chien. 
Trampers: Dylan Steeples, Helen Liley, Stephen Waite

Driving down on a Thursday night, we heard the sound of the ‘naki’s calling. With a clear weather forecast for the climbing day ahead, 
the excitement started to build. With the Stratford plateau covered in dense fog with eerie silence around, I couldn’t help but think we 
were characters in a standard zombie apocalypse video game. “It’ll clear tomorrow. The forecast is fine.” I kept telling myself.
The next morning we marched towards the Maunganui ski field, up the tow bar line onto the steep scree-laden slopes. The fog had 
remained but fleeting patches of clear sky surprised us at irregular times.  After some fog induced confusion as to what the ‘Police-
man’ could be, we eventually stumbled upon this otherwise obvious lump of basalt protruding up from the side of the mountain.  At 
the top of the Policeman we continued upwards along the East Ridge with the gradient becoming steeper and steeper. Soon, walking 
was replaced by steep rock-scrambling. Although the fog had nicely camouflaged the extent of the exposure, the the biting cold wind 
reminded the party not to be complacent. 

   It’s all good. 
                   Don’t worry about the exposure. 
                                                                       Just don’t fall. 

Once at the Shark’s Tooth we headed north along the top ridge slightly, until we spotted some old metal wires that guided us towards 
a chimney.  Downclimb the chimney into the crater, I felt pumped and a sense of achievement as we completed a thrilling ascent up 
the classic East Ridge.  Finally, we met a steady stream of tourists who had topped out from the North Ridge route, and our sense of 
solitude on the ascent is broken.  A few summit photos later we strolled down on our merry way via the North Ridge.  On the descent, 
the fog lifted for a couple of hours before new fog and cloud began shrouding the mountain once again.  The weather forecast wasn’t 
completely wrong after all.
            We drove home with satisfied, smug looks on our faces. Thank you Taranaki for a magical day out- until we meet again.                                                                                                                                          

Author: Tuan Chien

 Exposure! On the wall.       Stephen looks happy.                        The team at the top. Hehe, dust. 
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The Islington Bay Beach Cleanup on April 5th was a huge success!
We had a fantastic turnout, with about 50 volunteers turning up to help clean up the bay! In addition to RYC members from 
more than ten yachts, we had twenty volunteers come over on the ferry (including a large turnout from the Auckland University 
Tramping Club), six divers from Auckland University Underwater Club, and two Watercare Harbour Cleanup Trust crew. A fleet 
of dinghies from RYC took care of the harder to access Motutapu Island side of the bay, while the Watercare Harbour Cleanup 
Trust barge dropped other volunteers at different locations on the Rangitoto side. We cleaned up about three kilometres of coast-
line around Islington Bay and Gardner Gap, and also had six divers collecting rubbish from underwater in the bay! An astounding 
1750 litres of rubbish were collected altogether, including lots of bottles, cans, scraps of plastic, an enormous tractor tyre and even 
a kitchen sink! 

Afterwards, everyone enjoyed a BBQ on Islington Bay Wharf, with delicious Boerewors sausages donated by Fred’s Fine Foods. 
Thanks to Fullers for providing a service to and from Islington Bay for us, and to the Watercare Harbour Cleanup Trust for pro-
viding rubbish bags, briefing volunteers, ferrying volunteers to and from cleanup locations around the bay, and taking away all 
the rubbish afterwards! 
Overall it was a fantastic day and we made a huge difference to the bay! Thanks to everyone involved!

Islington Bay Beach Cleanup

Date: Saturday 5 April 2014
Location: Rangitoto Island, Auckland
Trip leader: Hayley Ware
Trampers: misc. unnamed randoms

Author: Hayley Ware

Hayley with the loot. 

Barge heading home with the rubbish. 

The AUTC team on Rangitoto. 
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Date: Fri- Sun11-13 April 2014
Location: Waitakere Ranges, Auckland
Trip leader: Brian Culmo
Trampers: Catriona  Bruce, Siddartha Mehta, Matt Osborne

(Most of) The Hillary Trail

Last weekend I led my first trip with AUTC. Ever since I got to 
Auckland, I wanted to get out to the Waitakeres, which is the 
nearest mountain range and true wilderness, only about an hour 
drive from downtown. The goal was the Hillary Trail that runs 
the length of the range, following along the coast with 
spectacular views of the beaches, mountains, and cliffs.  The 
Hillary Trail is normally 75km, done over 4 days. I don’t have 
that much time on the weekend, so I wanted to condense the 
trip to 2 days, 2 nights. The club officers were down with me 
planning and running a trip even without any real experience in 
the club, or the Waitakere Mountains, or a car. I set a plan out to 
cut off the first 12km of the trail, and drive into a campsite Fri-
day night. We would hike all day Saturday and Sunday and then 
come back to Auckland Sunday. It was definitely an ambitious 
plan, especially when you consider I was bringing along people 
I’ve never hiked with. In the end I got 3 other people to sign up. 
Sid, Catriona, and Matt were great hiking partners; 
everyone kept in high spirits. All of us coming from different 
backgrounds; we never ran out of things to talk about.  We rolled 
into camp Friday night near Huia at like 8:30pm. Luckily it was 
a 2 minute walk from the parking lot to the campground. It was 
the earliest we could get out with our class/work schedules. We 
set the tent up in the dark field, knowing we would never see the 
field in the light of day. A person from another group came over 
to talk to us, and was just so confused as to why we would come 
camping at such a late time, which we thought was funny. It was 
the first of many times we had to explain the ridiculousness of 
our trip to random people on the trail. I’m used to doing this all 
the time with my adventures, but it was new for my other group 
members, and it’s always quite entertaining seeing people’s 
reactions.
Saturday was a long day. We woke up at 5, and were on the trail 
by 6, well before sunrise. The beginning part of the climb was 
pretty challenging, with lots of steep hills. Eventually we made 
it to the coast, where the views opened up and the hills seemed 
worth it. 
We got to the coast and the beginning of Kare Kare beach, where 
we would follow the coastal ridgeline overlooking the beach for 
some time. Eventually we made it down out of the ridge, and 
onto the beach. We had to traverse across a swamp of sorts to 
get to the beach. Originally we took a wrong turn and ended up 
knee deep in the mud in the middle of a swamp, then realized 
there was a real, better way to get around the swamp, with 
bridges and everything.

Our brief mud exposure was fun though, as I was walking 
barefoot after a river crossing, and the promise of a long beach 
walk. After we made it out to the massive beach, we strolled 
along the beach for a quite some time. Kare Kare beach was 
pretty spectacular, with a large flat sandy beach surrounded by 
waves on one side, and massive cliffs on the other. After over an 
hour of walking barefoot, I put my shoes back on at the end of 
the beach and we ascended to the top of the cliffs overlooking 
the water. We again followed the ridgeline, pretty darn close to 
the cliff until we got to the road to Piha. We walked on the road 
down to Piha, which was a drag apart from the sealed Powerade 
Matt found on the side of the road, which the team shared 
happily. 
Piha was busy and filled with people and tourists. It is more of 
a town, and less remote than other areas we were that day. After 
walking along the beach at Piha, we made one final push up 
the ridge to our campsite for the night. We arrived at camp at 
5:30pm, just under 12 hours hiking for the day, not a bad effort. 
I made dinner for the group as they set up the tent, then I took 
my dinner and watched the sunset in a nearby field. We crashed 
early, with another big day ahead of us. 
Sunday started off tough. The first 3 hours was a constant up 
and down with brutal steep, long climbs followed by technical 
steep descents, just to have you do it again. By the time we got 
to Bethells Beach, and the massive sand dunes next to a lake, 
Sid was hurting with some knee pain. When we got to the road, 
he decided it was best he cut his trip short there. He found a 
ride back to the train station back to head back to Auckland, 
while the 3 of us continued to do the final 10km of the Te Henga 
walkway. The last stretch was pretty incredible. It was all open 
environments overlooking the beaches and cliffs below. We 
were able to spot surfers directly below us catching waves, with 
cows grazing above us. The whole Te Henga walkway straddles 
between the cliffs and ocean below, and the farmland above. We 
made it to our final destination at around 3pm, where we had a 
generous AUTC member, Tim, pick us up and drive us back to 
our car in Huia. 

The entire weekend was such a great experience. It was great to 
share the memories with a cool bunch of people. It was tough 
at times, but we all persevered and our efforts were definitely 
rewarded with the amazing scenery we were able to experience. 
Leading the trip was awesome, proving that if you have a goal, 
just get out there and make it happen. 

Author: Brian Culmo
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Date: Tues- Fri 15-18 April 2014
Location: Te Urewera National Park, Central North Island. 
Trip leaders: Andrew Luey, Carl Barnhill
Trampers: Charles Deng, Cherie Li, Hillary Chang, Torsten Schmidt, Carmen Chan & ‘The US Man’

Lake Waikaremoana

If one were to reflect upon the four days spent circling Lake 
Waikaremoana (apart from the stunning lakeside views) the most 
memorable aspect would’ve been the food. With the trip having 
been organised by Andrew and Carl, they’d gone crazy with the 
shopping.
Like many great adventures, such a journey began with an ar-
cane band of seven, and the elusive ‘US Man’. Initially waiting at 
the library, we’d started the journey with our No. 8 after Andrew 
explained that he had left yesterday to look after little children.  
With ‘Nan’s car’ (with the walnut finish) and the golden racer we 
headed off to the Te Ureweras – Andrew via Rotorua and Carl 
via a 
forestry route heading towards Napier. Reaching the quiet town 
of Marapura, Andrew’s gang wait for Carl after filling up and 
watch the locals peer at us at the petrol station. A subsequent 
gravel road tour then took us past a herd of wild horses, a flock 
of goats and a DOC ranger with an Austrian grandmother. The 
detour pushed our estimate of six hours to ten, and we end up at 
Lake Waikaremoana holiday park near sunset. 
There was a mellow tint in the air as we drove into camp. A pair 
of paradise ducks decorated the lawn while the clouded sky gave 
small promises of the eclipsed lunar moon. Our detoured visit 
had resulted in a ranger recognizing Carl from a previous excur-
sion, and also a promise of a water taxi ride for the car drop, af-
ter a decision to reverse our trip from Panekire to Waiharuru for 
night tramping. 

HOW TO SCORE A RIDE:
At 5:30pm we approached the water taxi driver, and discovered 
that he’d finished his day runs. Three attempts at cajoling him 
failed until Andrew finally asks after directions for the entry track 
in the darkness. “So if we drive to the Hopuruahine Landing and 
walk in, we’d get there within a couple of hours?”
“You’d be far better off staying here in a lodge overn-‘“
“Oh, but we’re super keen to do some tramping!”
He looked incredulously at Andrew as we flashed him hopeful 
grins, before we walked off, disappointed. Fifteen metres down 
the track, however, he called us back and muttered that he’d make 
‘one final run’ before doomsday. We all piled into the boat for the 
night run. Score! 
Imagine seven trampers racing across a lake towards the sunset. 
Imagine the wind as we sped past the sinking ridges of lush native 
rainforest and eclipsing moon.

Into the dusk we clambered off the boat, slung on our packs and 
with the beams of our headlights piercing into the podocarp 
forest; we mined into the darkness towards our first hut. 

TRIBUTE TO THE ‘US MAN’

With less than two hours of tramping under our belt, we didn’t 
deserve dinner. Yet as a result of Andrew’s meal planning, all 
the boys had 
seconds and as we began our games of Mafia and UNO we 
dedicated the final portions of tortillas, beans and mince to the 
US Man who looked after little children. On this evening, Carl 
cracked open his bottle of CC whisky. 
Day two had us up and out by 8:05am and over ten hours we 
sauntered through twenty two kilometres around the lake. 
Small ferns and reeds graced our path and stops had us visited 
by several tomtits. 
Near sunset, Hillary spotted a family of black swans, and de-
spite the commonality of ducks, time froze as we watched the 
parents dip their heads and lead their six bobbing cygnets down 
the still waters of the lake. 
Near sunset, Charles, Andrew and myself decide to take a 
sprint to the landmark Korokoro falls while Carl took the rest 
onwards to the hut. The detour took us bush bashing into a ma-
jestic podocarp forest and through gushing streams. Three went 
on the detour and only one returned with her feet wet with the 
plunge upstream. After crossing the knee-deep river, a bemused 
individual watched from the opposite bank as another took off 
his shoes and left it in the middle of the river, while the other 
stepped delicately over with his pair held gently in his hands. 
The falls were spectacular. After the rains, the gushing torrent 
gave us a stunning shower as we approached. The night tramp 
gave us the calls of the elusive kiwi as we hiked back, and the 
darkness had us gorging on pasta, feta and capsicum and lying 
on the benches in the hut at 10:00pm. 
Day three began with a pancake cook-off. Between the seven 
of us, we make over fifty pancakes with a tin lid and Torsten’s 
spatula. 
Ten trampers pass through in the meantime and a common 
mode of conversation went like this:

“What time did you guys arrive?”
“We’ve just spent three hours cooking pancakes.”
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Needless to say, we made several friends and many were much amused by our endeavour. Told by others that there was no firewood at 
the next hut, we decided to leave earlier and slapped on our raincoats to begin the ascent to Panekire hut. Hillary trailblazed ahead as we 
cycled through the ‘alphabet naming game’ for videos, music and bands as we climbed upwards. Although ending up with ‘Xylophone 
Quartet No. 4’ in ‘X’, Torsten saved us from doing the same with ‘Z’ by pulling up elusive German composers. You’d be surprised to know 
that such pieces actually exist (look up ‘James Darmody’)! 
The burn from the quads soon shifted to the glutes as the hours in the rain spanned onwards. Just as the burn of lactic acid began to 
wear off, a scent of smoke permeated the air and a hut appeared through the storm. 
Soaked through, we gathered on the deck and heard the happiest verdict of the afternoon: “Well when there’s smoke, there’s a fire.”

That evening’s exploits can be summarized into five main points:
• We toasted marshmallows over the fire. 
• Andrew convinced Cherie and Hillary that raw marshmallows would make them sick:
(‘Really!? We’ve always just eaten them raw.’ 
‘What? You never cook your marshmallows?’).
• Carl tried to soak marshmallows in whisky before toasting them.
• We played ‘Shoot the Moon’ with Andy and Glenn (Carl played some interesting moves).
• We noticed afterwards that Carl was drinking whisky from his cooking pot.

Day four took us to clear weather (finally!) and a spectacular view of the lake from the summit. After the rains, the podocarp revealed a 
forest of living jewels as moss dripped with the cloud’s tears. The descent took us past eighty three other trampers, and a night drive with 
a detour to Burgerfuel at Taupo on the way home. While listening to Carl’s CD collection (Lana Del Ray and 50 Cent), Muse and Italian 
opera, Andrew snickered at the cops we pass on the other side of the highway. The night ended with Torsten sculling a can of V, saying 
earnestly ‘you forgot the most important piece: ‘Xylophone Quartet No. 6!’. 
It’s when I look back that I sometimes wonder what it is about tramping that draws me back to the bush - what makes it so addictive. 
I think that it’s the sense of timelessness. The fact that while out there, dates and time have no more significance than to demarcate the 
hours between sunrise and sunset. In a place where minutes don’t count, it’s just a matter of putting one step in front of the other to 
reach the destination. Everything is in the moment and the most basic things in the world – food, heat and companionship are the most 
glorious things in the world. On this trip, we were muddy, wet and tired. Several of us were new to tramping on the trip, the sandflies 
were rampant and it was freezing and slippery as hell. Yet looking ahead, would I do it again? The answer is this: Hell Yea. 

Author: Carmen Chan

The Marathon of the Sands
Huge congratulations to Matthew Lillis from AUTC (club captain 2012) 
who completed Le Marathon des Sables, Morocco, in May this year. 

The Marathon des Sables is a 7-day ultra-marathon race through the Sahara 
desert.  It is held annually, and this year 1047 athletes took part. With a 
course length of 245km, equivalent to 5 marathons, this is one of the tough-
est footraces in the world. Challenges include surviving in temperatures 
exceeding 45 degrees celsius daily, under the incredibly dry and hot desert 
sun. Combined with freezing nights huddled in Bedouin tents, coarse sand 
penetrating every bodily crevice including coating the inside of the airways, 
and struggling over rough, rocky terrain or else sinking, sandy dunes; the 
race environment is hostile to the extreme. Not only that, but runners must 
carry all their own food, survival and navigation gear for the week on their 
backs, as well as their limited water allowance for each leg of the race. Back-
packs easily weigh 10-15kg: a standard overnight tramping pack. 

Blisters and severe dehydration are some of Matt’s fond memories of this 
mammoth race. He says he doesn’t intend to attempt anything like this 
again soon- but we’ll be waiting to see. Good on ya Champ. 

At the finish line. Authors: Matthew Lillis, [ed]
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Date: Wed-Sat 23-26April 2014
Location: Kaweka Range, Hawke’s Bay
Trip leader: Julian Bryant 
Trampers: Carl Barnhill, Alice Ferguson, Ida Toala, Anastasia N., 
                   Jason Dimock, Nico Dian

The strenuous yet oh-so-relaxing 
Kawekas                   

With mid-semester break finally upon us and the weather 
forecast for the next few days looking promising, our trip to 
the Kawekas was all go. After battling some morning traffic out 
of town, we were en-route to Taupo BurgerFuel to savour the 
last luxuries of civilisation before we left it all behind. Then, 
by late afternoon, the Kaweka range was almost upon us. Here 
we found our first challenge: the road leading to our destina-
tion blocked by a mighty and fast-flowing river that spelled out 
“Thou shalt not pass”. Yet, such rivers are no match for a Ford 
Mondeo and a Toyota Levin. With a high speed run-up, and 
our hats held on tight, we were across to the other side where 
the Kawekas awaited.
Within a couple of hours, we were at our first night’s hut (Te 
Puia Hut). However, if we had been hoping for quiet and seclu-
sion, we were to be disappointed. The combination of an eas-
ily accessible hut and school-holiday-season spelled scores of 
families and young’ns, with no mattresses in sight. Thankfully, 
after some epic mum-wizardry by those already there, a whole 
section of the hut was cleared free and we had somewhere to 
sleep. After wolfing down dinner, our head lamps were put on 
and it was off to the hot pools. An easy 40 minute walk through 
the bush led to the Mangatinoka pools where two naturally 
heated pools provide a relaxing place to sit back and enjoy life.

Day two was an early start, and before we knew it our first 
big uphill was upon us. Here our fitness began to be put to 
the test. By lunchtime, we had emerged from the bush and it 
felt like we were at the top of the world . The next few hours 
provided stunning views as we walked along the ridgeline, in-
cluding passing across Whetu (1650m) with views out towards 
the ocean and across the Kawekas. We were eventually back 
down into the bush, and with evening approaching, it looked 
like our head torches were going to have another appearance. 

The big final uphill up to our 
nights’ resting place at Venison 
Tops Hut was a tough one, but 
a warm hut with roaring fire 
awaited us. It didn’t take long to get to sleep, even with the mag-
nificently loud snoring mysteriously emerging from one of those 
amongst us.
The third day would complete our loop back to Te Puia Hut, with 
hot pools again to look forward to. If we had any doubts as to how 
high we had climbed the previous day, it was quickly made apparent 
as we began a descent down towards the river that seemed to nev-
er end. Nevertheless, after several hours the welcome sound of the 
flowing river became louder; finally the river cross-wire was upon 
us. At this point, we were faced with a choice. Another huge climb 
over the next ridge, or take the river path around to our destina-
tion? We chose the river, getting to enjoy some cool bush scenes and 
“refreshing” river crossings. Arriving at the hut, dinner was eaten 
and then it was back to the hot pools where we could again sit back 
and enjoy a well-deserved rest.
With commitments of Auckland beckoning, our final day saw us up 
at the crack of dawn. We followed the river-side track back down to-
wards where we first began, getting to see amazing views as the sky 
became lighter and the sun came out into a brilliant day. It wasn’t 
long before we emerged and began our journey home. After sever-
al hours, many windy roads, a burnt-out clutch, multiple roadside 
card-games, a tow-truck, and several more hours, we were all safely 
home, and ready to plan the next trip!   

Author: Julian Bryant

Carwash: tramping style. 

On the tops. 

Snack break amongst the clouds. 
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Date: Sat- Sun10-11 May 2014
Location: Whatipu, Waitakere Ranges, Auckland
Instructors: Matthew Battley, Helen Liley, Alastair McDowell
Attendees: Jed, Chloe Boutelle, Santiago Ossa, Conor Loriga, Courtney Griffin, Carmen Chan, Rhiannon Led, 
Harold Wong, Lance Cueto, Kai Lewis, Steven Ridgway, Georgina Davis, Darren Gerretzen, Pierre Lun

Basic Bush School
A word of warning to any future Saturday trips – apparently the 
gear lockers don’t get unlocked until way after you need them...

Yes, Basic Bush School 2014 started off rather amusingly with 
Helen and I realising that we couldn’t actually access the cookers 
and tents we needed for the trip. You’d think that the Captain and 
Safety Officer would know that, but apparently we didn’t :P
However, with a quick mercy dash home on the way through we 
soon sorted ourselves out with sufficient gear to ensure no-one 
would starve or freeze outside. And then, with a hiss and a roar, 
Basic Bush School sprung into action.
Beginning at the Donald McLean carpark, we divided into two 
groups and set off down the Puriri Ridge track. Alistair ‘breathed 
life from the hills’ and took his group along the oscillating 
Omanawanui Track. Meanwhile Helen and I barrelled down the 
Kura track with the others, all the way to the beach. 
Once we hit Whatipu proper, it was time for some navigation, 
taking bearings, reading maps and generally knowing where you 
are – all crucial skills considering where we were going to throw 
them into next!
We wandered for a while across the dunes, taking some bearings 
and soaking up the sun, but then Helen and I decided it was high-
time we moved the party to the swamp. It’s worth noting that the 
Whatipu swamp takes no prisoners – once it swallows you up 
you have to fight your way out or else be eaten alive. Fighting off 
fearsome crocodiles, poisonous mongooses and killer rabbits our 
brave company fought their way valiantly through the reed-maze, 
holding high our almighty chalice – ‘The Lance of Lance’.
‘Twas a day-long contest, but after waist-high water sections, 
surprisingly comfortable reed-beds and a rhinoceros we finally 
found the far-side of the swamp. There was just one more chal-
lenge – between us and the campsite was a menacing snake of 
deep-water. 
One by one we traversed the watercourse, floating our packs across 
the top, and thankfully the snake let us all pass alive (though it 
tried its best with Carmen since it ended up being deeper than 
her height!). This final obstacle being conquered however, (and 
sighting Alistair’s group in another part of the swamp) we were 
able to finally find camp.
Dinner was a slightly convoluted affair given the slight lack of 
pots mentioned earlier, but it ended up being quite delicious as 
we huddled in the Pararaha Valley shelter. We discovered that 
this shelter is also an excellent climbing-frame, allowing time for 
some excellent Spiderman impressions. 

Following some extra instruction and a mini night-Rogaine we 
finally admitted that sleep might be a wise move and retreated 
to our cocoons. We came around as the sun slowly crept over 
the hills into the Valley, ready for another day of navigation and 
safety.
After the horrors of the swamp the previous day, tracks were 
quite welcome, despite the hills and mud. Topics of conversa-
tion ranged from Darren’s epic year walking the length of the 
Te Araroa Trail, to Trail-running, to Doctor Who and back to 
the obligatory 
safety talks. We followed the Muir Track to the Walker Ridge 
track, before following this all the way along to Orange Peel 
corner. A little further along at Karamatura Forks we did some 
more advanced nav’ before sidling down Donald McLean Track. 
Ending for some of us with a run out to the cars, we took in 
the view from the top of Mt Donald McLean and admired the 
wonderful West.
From here all that was left was the call of the hot pies, welcom-
ing us back to civilisation.
With such a fantastic group of people it was unsurprising that 
another Basic Bush School went off without a hitch, and every-
one learnt a lot. And what’s more is that we returned with the 
same number of people as we started with, so that’s got to look 
good on the record :P

P.s. If anyone is ever in the Whatipu swamp and finds a 
Kathmandu Compass, could you let me know – I believe mine 
was swallowed up by a alligator halfway through...

Author: Matthew Battley
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Date: Sat- Sun 14-18 May 2014
Location: Coromandel Range, Coromandel
Trip leaders: Anna Luo, Carmen Chan
Trampers: Aaron McPheters, Hamish Chan, Michelle Ye, Ita Perewira, Nick Zeniou, 
                   Carl Barnhill, Pierre Lun, Andrew Boyles
Table Mountain team: Sebastian Kalkoff, Bjoern Striebing, Maggie Xiong, Craig Smith, 
                                        Kirsten Whittington, Cameron Brown, Paul Matheson

Crosbies Hut and Table Mountain

Originally a trip for 10, somehow we multiplied. The squad of 17 
trampers drove down to Kaueranga visitors’ centre, and there we 
planned the day’s routes.

We would do a loop in both directions, one half the group starting 
in Whangaitenga campground, and the other in Wainora, to go 
up Cookson Kauri track.  But wait! With this track, only a 5-hour 
day? But oh look, Table Mountain is right next door… and with 
an apparent ridge-line to the summit…!
Thus, while Carmen led half the team across streams, sparkly 
views from peak 546, and up to the hut; scribe and the others 
decided to tackle the mysterious Table Mountain.

TABLE MOUNTAIN
We started the day with an unmemorable, standard tramping 
track. It wasn’t until after the first stream-crossing, that with 
anticipation we looked for the beginning of the ridge up 
Table Mountain.
Several modes of navigation were employed. Not that we couldn’t 
work the compass! Ahem, not at all. But in a completely unrelat-
ed observation, GPS are pretty handy. Primitive methods are also 
effective; at about half a km from the start of the ridge, somehow, 
half the group were persuaded to count out loud the number of 
footsteps taken. We took turns to count ten numbers each, 
cumulating in 500, in our attempt to measure out 500m. 

Despite these measures, the ridge up Table Mountain was found 
partly by chance. A vague track-like path heading into the bush 
was noticed and pursued, leading to the uncovering of a stern-
ly-worded sign. Respectfully ignoring this faded warning from 
DOC about lost tracks, environmental perils and certain death, 
we eagerly pushed onwards. Hey look! Markers! Blue, orange, 
pink! Tape, tied to the trees and bush! Despite nothing marked 
on the map, we had found a track up Table Mountain.

We dropped our tents and some packs in the bush, but heeded 
wise words to ascend with “enough gear to survive the night”. 
Upwards, upwards! Wrong turns, losing sight of the markers, 
hopeless entanglement in vines and supplejack. Minor details, 
however, as overall the track was in outstanding condition. 
The first blast of air was a chilly surprise. Emerging from the 
undergrowth, onto the edge of the first cliff, we made a startling 
realisation: the view! It was spectacular. The Pinnacles were 
visible in the distance, the River Thames, the sea. A rolling green 
lawn of trees over the Coromandel ranges. Previous rumours 
of “Table Mountain has no views!” must be naught but lies, no 
doubt to protect the delicate ecosystem of wasps and bush lawyer 
from the otherwise heavy boots of marauding trampers. 
Evidence of recent human passing was found, interestingly, in 
the forms of a new steel cable attached to a tree (allowing easier 
clambering up a mudslope), and footholds cut into fallen trees. 

Our routes for the trip. 

Top of peak 546.
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You must also pay attention to this discovery of a beautiful basalt rock-
wall, which some trampers may or may not have climbed up in boots, 
without falling to their deaths. 
Unfortunately, this way up was deemed impassable and we were forced 
to take the route past the wasps territory onwards instead. 

Finally, how do you know you’ve made it to the top of Table Mountain? 
When you’ve arrived at the reception desk and signed your name in the 
visitors’ book, of course. 

Go on, take the detour to visit Table Mountain!

THE REST OF THE TRIP
Once everyone arrived safely, the rest of the evening was your standard 
tomfoolery. Games were played of cards, Mafia, toasting sugar-stuff, and 
disrupting the old ladies’ serious discussions about vacuum cleaners, 
knitting and cats. 

On Sunday morning, an easy downhill stroll was broken only for a bit of 
splashing in the streams, and back at the cars to cook up a large batch of 
choc-chip pancakes.

Table Mountain Visitors’ Book

Route to the summit? - ascending the rock wall. 

Author: Anna Luo

New Ongaruanuku 
Hut Book

A sure sign that our club hut is receiving 
good use; the old hut book has been com-
pletely filled!
A new one has been printed and bound at 
the Bookbindery (Mt Roskill) and took up 
residence in Dec 2014. 
Keep your eye out for the new book, and 
enjoy the luxury of custom-designed pages 
and thesis-quality binding. 
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Date: Fri- Sun 16-18 May 2014
Location: Cantebury Highlands, Central South Island
Participants:

Sir Galahad the Chaste – Sylvie Admore
Sir Lancelot the Brave – Richard Bowles
Sir Robin the Not-Quite-So-Brave-as-Sir-Lancelot – Helen Liley
Sir Bedevere the Wise – Brian Culmo
Squire Patsy – Harriet Peel
Arthur, King of the Britons – Matthew Battley
Sir Not-Appearing-in-this-Story

T-WALK
2014

The quest for the Knights of the Round Table began the night 
before T’Walk, with Sir Galahad, Sir Robin, Squire Patsy and 
King Arthur making a very important dash to the 
supermarket in full Knightly Regalia. On the way they 
encountered many dangers (such as a 3-headed rhinoceros, the 
un-yielding string aisle and a dangerous Grass verge) but they 
all fought valiantly and galloped on to complete the first stage 
of their quest. Upon returning to court, they were met by Sir 
Lancelot and Sir Bedevere and only a night remained between 
these Knights and the beginning of their most noble quest.
The next morning treated them to a glorious sunrise, which 
King Arthur was quick to assume meant that the Gods smiled 
on his Quest. The porters loaded up Sir Lancelot’s Carriage and 
before long the Knights found themselves at a grand 
gathering of very peculiar human beings. Some of these were 
dressed as Chocolate bars, others duck hunters, a dragon, ship 
and a SWAT team. There were also some very familiar Pirates, 
Wallys and Star Wars Characters hanging around looking shifty. 
The latter group the Knights naturally had to have an inter-
galactic battle with to prove their worth.

Before long the elephant-carriages which would carry the 
Knights inland to the treacherous mountains were loaded, so 
they mounted up and were swept into a cunningly undisclosed 
location (that is, until one of the drivers got lost and our 
elephant/bus driver let slip that we were on the way to Lake 
Heron). As the mountains swept ever closer, the Knights could 
smell adventure in the air – surprising really, over the smell of 
the peasants.

Upon arrival the Knights thought more on the purpose of 
their quest: 24hrs to find as many clues as they could in the 
inhospitable environment the locals seemed to call the 
Canterbury Highlands. The first Leg of 16 controls was to take 
the Knights to Camelot (/the Hash House) along the side of 
Lake Emma, with plenty of chances for the Canterbury 
highlands to rear their teeth.
The time ticked away, and before long it was time to begin 
(at 11.33am exactly), so the Knights picked up their swords, 
chainmail and shields, while Patsy readied the coconuts before 
Arthur issued the cry: “Charge! To Camelot!” 

The team ready to go. Running down the grassy slope. 
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The Charge quickly brought us to the first clue on the rear of a 
tree by lake Camp, whereupon Squire Patsy declared “It’s only a 
model”, thereby utilising for the first time our cunning clue-find-
ing catchphrase (and incidentally Patsy’s only line in the earli-
er quest for the Holy Grail). That first Leg soon took the noble 
Knights into the mountains, past some increasingly 
common friends named Matt and Gary, before sidling along 
Lake Emma. Control 12 had the Knights fooled for a while, but 
they soon worked it out, with Sir Bedevere only occasionally 
finding himself on the ground in between (for some reason 
Sir Bedevere was very good at throwing himself at the ground, 
mostly due to attacks from electric fences and a stunning 
helmet). However, Sir Bedevere was not the only of the noble 
Knights to fend off an attack from a fence-monster, as brave 
Sir Robin (when not bravely throwing in the sponge) showed 
truly unbelievable fence jumping ability when shocked by the 
electric fence halfway over. 

Sir Robin fell down onto the barbed-wire top wire before spring-
ing impressively off again. The Knights continued to gallop no-
bly across the wide fields before hitting the road to Camelot. The 
last three clues along this road could not hold their own against 
a strength such as the Knights of the Round Table, and thus they 
quickly found themselves at Camelot for the first time.
As it turned out, Camelot was a very silly place – many of the 
strange peasantry they had observed earlier had also arrived and 
were merrily eating and resting in this homely ‘castle’. Observing 
this silliness the Knights decided not to stay long, and merely 
collected supplies for the next leg, refuelled, found their next 
points for travel and were out the door as soon as they could 
30mins later.

LEG 2 saw the Knights of Camelot climb into the mountainous 
Clent Hills, where they ventured until after night-fall, brushing 
off endless Matagouri (‘‘tis but a flesh-wound!’), fighting kill-
er-bunnies (apparently one of the Otago teams also encoun-
tered one and they dealt with it accordingly – breakfast) and 
befriending a local dog which followed many up into the hills. 
Sir Galahad had embraced the modern times and brought along 
a 180 Lumen Headlamp, which helped the Knights significantly 
in finding the clues. This also helped Sir Galahad to fulfil their 
Knightly duties of sampling as much peril as they could. 

Having survived their first foray into the mountains, the Knights 
then turned their attentions to the swamp below for clue-find-
ing. The swamp was definitely a worthy adversary, and even 
managed to keep some of its clues hidden entirely, despite the 
extreme endeavours of the Knights. 

Sir Bedevere the Wise and - surprisingly perhaps – brave Sir 
Robin led the way through these Spaniard-infested swamps, but 
as temperatures fell, it was definitely the lolly rations of brave Sir 
Lancelot which kept the team on their feet.

Eventually they managed to find their way back to another 
road to Camelot, and thus the knights galloped back once 
more for a brief rest at Camelot.

A hearty meal of Lasagne soon had the Knights rearing to 
go again and so near midnight they set off back into the wil-
derness for Leg 3. Initially Leg 3 appeared as a bit of a buf-
fer-stage between two much harder legs, but it had its tricks 
within it too, particularly since this was the only leg daylight 
never touched. It took the Knights (now sans Sir Lancelot, who 
had to drive a carriage later that day) across the plains to the 
Te Araroa Trail, past a control that was clearly not in the best 
Hebe tree available and into the tricky over-grown mid-lands 
around Mount Guy. 

Obelix the Gaul turned out to be a tricky fellow, hiding the clue 
on a far less obvious Obelisk than what was expected, but the 
Knights stayed in high spirits as they sang songs of Sir Robin’s 
bravery:
 

“Bravely bold Sir Robin
Rode forth from Camelot.
He was not afraid to die,
Oh brave Sir Robin.
He was not at all afraid
To be killed in nasty ways.
Brave, brave, brave, brave Sir Robin.
He was not in the least bit scared
To be mashed into a pulp.
Or to have his eyes gouged out,
And his elbows broken.
To have his kneecaps split
And his body burned away,
And his limbs all hacked and mangled
Brave Sir Robin.
His head smashed in
And his heart cut out
And his liver removed
And his bowls unplugged
And his nostrils raped
And his bottom burnt off
And his pen--
“That’s... that’s enough music for now lads””

Despite LEG 3 taking place when frankly any self respecting 
Knight should be asleep, the Knights performed fantastically 
for the rest of the leg, finding the rusty fence post, map error 
and ‘dead in the water’ clues very efficiently. However, unfor-
tunately both the coconuts and Sir Robin’s minstrels had to be 
eaten, so they travelled by foot in a perfected shuffle-run back 
once more to Camelot. 
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LEG 4 (after the usual 30min stop at Camelot) provided an in-
teresting challenge for the Knights since they were all (with the 
exception of Sir Bedevere) feeling like Zombies by that point. 
Starting at about 5.30am there were still about 2 hours till dawn. 
Even King Arthur’s chocolate and Sir Galahad’s 
chocolate coffee beans didn’t help them to find the annoyingly 
clued ‘bush’ in the dark, so they consigned that one to come back 
to once the glorious sun had returned. 

From this mis-start however, the Knights were soon back to 
finding clues – #3 took them up the Potato stream to two twin 
Guardian rocks, and Sir Bedevere being thrown to the ground 
(yet again) by an electric fence woke up the team a little. But 
it was at #4 that the Knights really started to feel human again, 
as they watched the Sun flood into the valley from halfway up 
the Clent Hills, giving them new, seemingly endless, reserves of 
energy. 

The top of the ridge beckoned to the Knights, but they were 
not sure that they’d quite have enough time to reach all of the 
controls (even if one involved the Knights who say Ni and their 
shrubbery...), so they made the decision to return to the lower 
clues. 
As Sir Bedevere spent a while herding sheep on the way down, 
the rest of the Knights realised just how much the light helped, 
when they quickly found the elusive ‘bush’ before carrying on 
to #13 and the Christmas themed #12. On the 3rd different 
road back to Camelot King Arthur even discovered that he had 
enough energy to break into a real run again, much to his own 
surprise after almost 23hrs.

The Knights got back to Camelot with 1hr 40mins to spare be-
fore the cut-off and quickly concluded that they might be able 
to make one last attempt for clues by picking up the first few of 
Leg 5. This they did once again in their full Knightly Regalia, and 
did in fact manage to pick up numbers 1 and 2 of that final leg, 
before returning for the last time to Camelot with half an hour 
to spare.

Battered, shattered, cut, but still ecstatic, the Knights of the 
Round Table completed T’Walk 2014.
(And didn’t even get arrested, unlike in their failed quest for the 
Holy Grail).

Author: Matthew Battely

Sunset over the hills. 

Contemplating the river.

The magnificent highlands.

Cloudy bank in the distance. 
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Date: Fri- Sun 30 May-1 June 2014
Location: Rotorua district, Bay of Plenty
Trip leader: Anna Bergin

Lakes Okataina and Tarawera

What makes this place New Zealand? Sheep and forests! A tramp the starts off with a farm stay at the Bergin’s is the way to go. Say hi 
to the two pet lambs that are constantly demanding more milk. Bella the dog goes mental at the sight of AUTC trampers stopping by 
for the night. Spaghetti Bolognese and drinks around the bonfire and a walk in the dark to see the glowworms are what sets the scene 
for the best tramp ever. And we haven’t even munched our way through all the marshmallows yet. And no exchange student should 
head home without a pleasant sniff of Rotorua.
The Rotorua Lakes are a pretty special place in the North Island. Surrounding them are some beautiful native forests and what better 
excuse to go for a tramp than that. After our luxurious stay at 5 star accommodation on the outskirts of Rotorua we drove to Lake 
Okataina. Here is a picture perfect lake with clear water just inviting you for a swim – way too cold! We tramped our way around 
the Eastern Okataina Walkway and crossed the saddle to Humphrey’s Bay on Lake Tarawera. What a view. New Zealand’s iconic 
Mount Tarawera spans the width of the lake and shows no mercy for those lost in its eruption in 1886. Continuing our way around 
the Northern Tarawera Track allowed us magnificent views across the lake to the mountain and ended at the Lake Tarawera Outlet 
Campsite at the foot of the mountain. While some continued up a side track to visit the 65m tall Tarawera falls, others set up camp 
and started on the dinner. As the German Fire God had joined us for the weekend we had a campfire to rival the Tarawera explosion 
and together we spun some yarns and laughed late into the night. Did you just hear a rumble… was that the mountain waking up…?

On our way out we were joined by Anna’s Dad who enlightened us with many of the names of trees and plants and how to identify 
them. Northern Rata, Tawa, and Pohutukawa. Our favorite was the Coca-Cola plant. We all nibbled on a leaf and it tastes just like 
Coca-Cola doesn’t it. No trip is complete without a steaming bowl of vegetable soup made by Anna’s Mum back in the farm kitchen. 
Sitting around the lounge fire together sipping our delicious soup we reminisced on the weekend’s adventures and were thankful the 
mountain didn’t explode on us.

Author: Anna Bergin

Group photo by the lake. Purple sunset- peaceful silhouettes. 
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The 2014 AUTC photo comp opened for entries on the 19 August and closed on the 22 October. Voting opened on the 22 October and 
closed 19 November. The photo comp this year was run by the publications officer (yours truly). 

This year we had 19 people submit entries, and a total of 125 entries. 
Camp life: 11
Comedy: 19
Below the Bushline: 45
Above the Bushline: 50 
One photo was rejected due to inappropriate editing/ content. Two others were missed due to technical error. 

Voting on Facebook decided the finalist photos that would proceed onto the shortlist. 
Number of votes varied, but the record high was achieved by “Ending the Perfect day”, the only photo to reach above 100 votes!

We had a panel of seven judges, volunteers reached from personal recommendations and contacts. These included 4 senior photography 
students, two professional photographers and Sampford Cathie, president in 2014 of Photosoc (University of Auckland photography 
club). 

There were conflicting opinions on what was done well and poorly, and the relative importance of each factor. The final decisions took 
into account the opinions of each judge, which attempted to account for individual preferences and biases. 
A scoring system was also developed to help lend a more systematic and objective view, in which each photo was scored from 1-3 on 
each of: 
- technique (complexity of skills needed and how well executed)
- image quality (unintentional blur, artifact)
- overall prettiness (would I hang this on my wall or use it as a cover photo?)
- composition 
- concept and creativity (originality=good, generic=not so good)
- reflection of theme (how well it matched the category/ reflected tramping)

After literally hours of contention and discussion, we decided on the winners in each category. Overall the judges were all very impressed 
by all the photos. Good work, trampers! 

AUTC Photo Competition 2014

“Icy Arvo”
Winner: Above the Bushline 
Bjorn Striebing



“Under the midnight sun”
Runner-up: Above the Bushline
Bjorn Striebing

“The magnificent planet earth”
Winner”: Camp Life
Sebastian Kalkoff

“Greyscale Ascent”
Finalist: Above the bushline
Dolf Vermeulen

“Ending the Perfect Day”
Finalist: Camp Life
Dolf Vermeulen



“Cathedral Cove”
Runner-up: Below the Bushline
Dolf Vermeulen

“The Dark”
Winner”: Below the Bushline
Sebastian Kalkoff



“Some Views don’t get old”
Runner-up: Camp Life
Sebastian Kalkoff

“Sh**tting Fire”
Winner: Comedy
Sebastian Kalkoff



“Bee Attack”
Runner-up: Comedy
Ray Li

“Kea on Head”
Finalist: Comedy
Finn Drummond

“Oops, forgot the poles”
Finalist: Camp Life
Helen Liley

“Winged Mischief ”
Finalist: Above the bushline
Gordon Kang

“One more step”
Finalist: Comedy
Sebastian Kalkoff



“Into the Sunset”
Finalist: Above the Bushline
Dylan Steeples

“Doomed”
Finalist: Above the Bushline
Dolf Verneulen



“The cherry on top”
Finalist: Below the bushline
Dolf Verneulen

“Guide to the Milky Way”
Finalist: Below the Bushline
Bjorn Striebing

“The morning after... it snowed!”



“Avalanche Peak”
Finalist: Avoe the Bushline
Gordan Kang

“Copland River and Track”
Finalist: Below the Bushline”
Gordan Kang

“Lake Matheson”
Finalist: Below the Bushline
Eva Neilson



Volunteering on Tiri
For Queen’s Birthday weekend, Santiago, Stephan and I ferried over to my favourite place in Auckland, the magical 
island that is Tiritiri Matangi. 

Supporters’ working weekends are renowned for the amazing pot-luck feasts, great company, the chance to see kiwi 
and of course, some hard work.

On the Saturday, the three AUTC members were involved in digging a drain next to the Kawerau track. The winter 
storms had started to wash away the soil under the concrete path and a drain to divert the rain was urgently needed.  
Digging was exhausting work but we got to play with some neat toys, like an electric wheelbarrow!

Our night walk on Saturday was filled with wonders. We saw not one, but TWO KIWIS!!! I was a kiwi-in-natu-
ral-habitat virgin up until then! We then pretended to be grey-faced petrels by making a weird wobble noise which 
attracted them onto land. Also, the phosphorescence in the sea was magical. 

For most of the next day, we continued to perfect the drain. The end result was something to be proud of. 
The rest of the weekend was spent sweeping leaves out of trenches (a job that never ends) and clearing out the workshop. I 
strongly encourage you all to head to Tiri to check out the rare birds that were once abundant all over the country. Discover 
your favourite bird and learn all their names in Māori! 

To attend supporters’ working weekends, all you have to do is join as a supporter of Tiritiri Matangi. It’s only $25 a year, and the 
ferry plus accommodation is all paid for. Other perks of being a supporter includes a quarterly magazine and accommodation 
discounts all year. 

Author: Annie Cao
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Ngauruhoe Summit

Date:   25-27th July 2014
Location: Tongariro National Park
Leader:             Hamish Chan
Trampers: Jarra Parsonson, Hannah Brightly, Matthew Battley
Julian Bryant, Andrew Luey, Andrew Bergin, Leighton Watson, Roman Savko

Team photo outside Mangatepopo hut

Like all good trips, this one started with battling the usual Friday traffic to get out of Auckland. After a brief dinner stop at ‘Sev-
en-Up’ in Huntly (for the amazing $10 fried chicken meal), we eventually made it down to Ruapehu. A not-so-short detour up to 
the USAC hut to pick up the alpine gear followed, and we finally arrived at Mangatepopo carpark well past midnight. After distrib-
uting the new gear, we set off and arrived at Mangatepopo hut in the wee hours of the morning, trying not to wake the trampers 
who were already there, before grabbing a few hours of sleep before sunrise.

We were up again with the sun, and were treated to clear blue skies. Following the flat, but picturesque track, we reached the ‘Dev-
il’s Staircase’ which took us up the saddle between Tongarario and Ngauruhoe, where our adventure really began. We attempted to 
follow the markers up to the top of Ngauruhoe, slogging up through snow that was increasingly becoming mush under the heat of 
the sun. It was an absolute stunner of a day, with virtually no
wind, and once at the peak, we could see all around, reaching as far as Mt Taranaki. I will admit, however, that we only climbed the 
‘secondary’ summit peak (about 5 m shorter than the peak on the other side  of the main crater) - but we were also now able 
to see down the smaller, but far more impressive, secondary crater.
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 Author: Hamish Chan

At the top!

Unlike another group on the mountain that day who 
had carried skis up Ngauruhoe, we had to settle with 
sliding down the mountain - sliding down the steep 
slopes enabled us to descend in a fraction of our  
ascent time. A welldeserved lunch followed, and after 
a team huddle, we ended up crossing the South Crater 
before turning around heading back down to Mangete-
popo to stay there for a second night.

The evening was spent eating too many burritos (how is 
this possible!?) followed by stretching, and card games 
(namely 500 and ‘Up and Down the River’). After hav-
ing to tell another group that they couldn’t sleep directly 
on where we had previously placed out sleeping bags, 
we were able to get some sleep.
With the trip goal being completed on the Saturday, 
there was no need for the rain day, so we split off into a 
2 groups, with some of us taking the track from Man-
getepopo Hut to Whapakapapa village for a casual day 
walk and others spending the day skiing at Whakapa-
pa – either way, we all made good use of the fantastic 
weather this weekend had provided for us! The drive 
home was broken up by a hearty meal at Burgerfuel 
in Taupo, along with a good soak in the Spa Park hot 
pools, before we arrived back at Auckland past midnight 
ready to launch ourselves into the week ahead.
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Date: Sunday 24 August 2014
Location: Auckland city, Auckland
Trip leader: Adam Meyer
Trampers: Joe Delistraty, Bimo Aryo

Three dudes walking across AN ENTIRE NATION

It’s time to talk about the coast to coast walk! 10 miles of walking through the super rugged terrain that is the city of Auckland. We 
walked from the University all the way down to the southern coast, thereby crossing the entire width of New Zealand. Turns out that 
the Maori used to use this route to transport their canoes (aka Wakas) to get around faster. But honestly I cannot imagine traveling 
10 miles with a giant canoe on my back. As it was, walking with just myself and a bottle of water was hard enough. Though it was 
totally and completely worth it. So here’s a basic itinerary of how things went. 

Originally I had planned to have about 8 people join me on this walk, but needless to say, right as the trip was about to start 3 people 
dropped out. It wasn’t too bad, but at least they were nice and told me not to expect them. So I headed up to the meeting spot early 
and sat down at a bench at 9:30, expecting that people would arrive by 10. When 10 am came around no one had shown up. I started 
to get a little mad, and at 10:10 I was getting ready to just call it and go back to my dorm. Granted it was an amazing day and for the 
life of me I could not understand why people didn’t want to go for a walk. But lo and behold at 10:15 my first tramper showed up! 
He was a graduate student named Bimo from Indonesia. We chatted for a while, and decided that if no one else showed in the next 
15 minutes we would just do the trip the two of us. So at 1030 no one else showed, and we embarked on our adventure together. 
Thankfully, we did run into Joe (a guy from my program) who just happened to be running late and wanted to join. Now with two 
recruits we headed out into the great unknown. 
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First stop was the domain. A large park right behind my dorm, I 
had explored much of the park before, but I had never seen the 
path that the walk took us through. Flanked on either side by 
massive twisting trees and statues, the path was the perfect 
combination of nature and man. 
Even better, we checked the forecast and we had literally the perfect 
conditions. Making our way slowly through the trees, following 
the yellow painted signs, found the winter garden. I had seen this 
building many times before, but now I finally had the chance to go 
and see it. Honestly, based on what Ashley had told me, I was kind 
of expecting something like the New York Botanical Gardens and 
was rather disappointed in that regard. The big plus though was I 
saw tons of plants that I honestly could not have thought up in my 
wildest dreams. 
They had this one plant (featured about middle of the picture on 
the left) that honestly looked like tiny bell peppers, but were 
apparently flowers. The one very funny part though was the fact
they that considered daffodils exotic. Both Joe and I laughed be-
cause we could literally go into our backyards and just pick them 
freely. Slowly we made our way out of the garden, and after a
brief spell of getting lost, we managed to find the yellow arrows and 
continued on our way. Next up after the domain was Mount Eden. 
Another place that I had been meaning to cross off
my check list, Mount Eden is an extinct volcano with a 
massive crater at the top, and it also offers some of the best views 
of Auckland. It honestly was a rather easy hike to just power up the 
mountain, but it was so worth it once we got up there.  
Honestly could not have had a more picturesque view of 
downtown. We hung out for a while on top, just to soak in the view 
and after snapping a few photos, we headed back down the moun-
tain.
Now here’s where things get a bit tricky. Turns out that when we 
were heading down the mountain we made a wrong turn 
somewhere. Well we somehow wound up going the wrong way on 
the trail, which meant that I had no idea where to go. The 
yellow arrows were pointing back up the mountain and we weren’t 
exactly in the mood to reclimb the mountain. Instead we decided 
to stop for lunch at this point. We found this little village area and 
after a bit of exploring settled on a Japanese restaurant… That was 
closed. Frustrated, we opted with our second choice, another Japa-
nese restaurant across the street…. but it too was closed. Getting a 
bit anger we went a few doors down and tried the thai place…. but 
again, it was closed. Swearing, we ran back across the street, 
dodging cars and opted to go to a place called Circus Circus.
Weird name but amazing food. I had brunch (of course) and my 
waffles with caramelized bananas was delicious. Was it worth 
getting rejected by 3 other places? No. But it did hit the spot. 

After a quick chat with one of the guys by the cash register, we 
figured out where to go and headed off to our next destination, 
One Tree Hill.

So I know what you’re thinking, no this has absolutely nothing 
to do with the TV show. This hill was a sacred hill to the Maori, 
until the British kinda turned it into No Tree Hill, but cutting 
down the sacred tree and in it’s place put a massive monument 
that was supposed to honor the Maori. They didn’t exactly like it 
too much. But it was on the trail so we had to go there. We headed 
through a series of small parks, across a rugby pitch, and around 
one very hyper kid. 
Finally we arrived at the mountain and looking up we could see 
the obelisk in all of its phallic, shining glory.
I can honestly see why the Maori don’t like the monument. It’s not 
exactly very nice and it turns out was erected to honor the Maori 
after they went extinct. Guess the British underestimated
them. Anyways it also turns out that the mountain is used as a 
pasture where there were tons of sheep and cows. So you have to 
walk through the pasture in order to get up to the top. Carefully
stepping around the sheep poop, we came across this ancient 
burned out tree. Curious we noticed that there was a small 
entrance and went inside.
I mostly share this story because I got a cool artsy photo out of it 
and less because the tree held any special significance. Anyways, 
we climbed up to the top and once again were treated to some 
amazing views, lovely messages by locals, and the opportunity to 
take a selfie.
The one downside was that we once again managed to lose the 
yellow arrows and had to try and find our own way down. This 
wasn’t too bad, and we even ran into another girl from our
program. Turns out she had run 8km to the mountain as part of 
her training for the half marathons she’s doing soon. Didn’t 
exactly expect to see her there but it was a pleasant surprise. 
Not wanting to keep her from running, we made our way down 
the mountain, and after a bit of exploring managed to once again 
find the yellows. 
In our final leg of the walk, we took things slow, and paused to 
enjoy the view a lot more.
Eventually, after avoiding the world’s worst roundabout, we 
managed to make it to the south shore. Honestly, not my favorite 
place. 
There were massive power lines running through the park and it 
turns out that the lake in front of me is just overflow for when the 
ocean tide comes in so that it doesn’t flood the highway.
Nevertheless, we had done it. I submit to you the picture that 
proves we made it to the very end, Bimo included.

Author: Adam Meyer
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Date: Tues-Wednesday 2-10 September 2014
Location: Fiordland
Leader: Maud Tissink
Trampers: Thomas Andrews, Snorre Sundsbø, Quentin Stoyel, Ray Li, 
Emma Morris, Julian Bryant

Hollyford Track

Day 1
It was 1.00pm and we all sat down in front of the sign marking 
the start of the Hollyford Track to have some lunch. We had been 
awake for many hours and made the journey from Queenstown to 
the Hollyford Track start, entertained by the fact that all our driv-
ers in the process had been called Brian. Anyway, at 1.02pm we 
were aware that the sandflies would become at least a minor nui-
sance over the coming week. Soon afterwards we commenced our 
tramp. The weather was wonderful, and it did not take long for 
me to decide that all the planning effort had been doubly worth 
it. The first day took us past amazing waterfalls, clear stretches of 
river such as I had never seen before, an impressive abundance of 
wildlife (especially wood pigeons), all with an awesome backdrop 
of snow-capped mountains. 
We arrived at Alabaster Hut after dusk, having been delayed 
throughout the day by a troublesome shuttle bus. Following a 
good dinner we sat down to discuss the next day’s route. Our 
options were either a Hollyford Track return journey, or a more 
treacherous circumnavigation of the entire Skippers Range. With 
the weather forecast looking good as far as was foreseeable, we de-
cided to take the risky option, and thus the next day we embarked 
on the infamous Pyke-Big Bay route. 

Day 2
It was 7am. The track disappeared about 10 minutes away from the 
hut, but the scenery was all the better for it. We were now hop-
ping along the shore of Lake Alabaster- an experience I would rec-
ommend to anyone. The lake was beautifully clear and really, the 
terrain wasn’t all that bad if you didn’t mind wet feet. Snorre and 
Quentin, who did mind wet feet, insisted on clambering through 
the dense bush just above the water level, but even they admitted 
defeat after some time. Bush bashing in that region is not for the 
faint of heart… The Pyke-Big Bay route had a different feel to it 
than the popular Hollyford Track. It was very clear that this was not 
commonly travelled area, and that it was special that we were able 
to see this. 
Around noon we reached the end of the lake and proceeded to 
tramp into a swamp. We realized how lucky we were with the weath-
er- it had not rained for three weeks in Fiordland, which meant that 
we only encountered thigh-deep mud! Miles of swamp eventually 
turned into a more navigable bush, and we were pleased to reach 
Olivine Hut with some time for a swim in an icy river that we could 
see running straight down from the Olivine Ice Plateau.

Day 3
Because we anticipated a long, 14 hour day ahead, we woke early 
and left the hut one by one to take the one-person cableway across 
the river. Approximately 40 minutes later, all seven of us had crossed 
and so it was at 6.30am we actually began to tramp. We followed the 
Pyke River along for hours until we reached Lake Wilmot. Edging 
past Lake Wilmot turned out to be slightly harder than edging past 
Lake Alabaster, and we were forced to push our way through some 
dense rubble, bush and along steep and slippery rock faces. None-
theless we all came out on the other side uninjured, and decided 
that some lunch was in order. We finally succumbed to the charm 
of the sparkling turquoise Pyke River and jumped in for the most 
satisfying swim I had ever had. Truly, I had not seen a river with 
such colour and clearness before and I felt privileged to be able to 
swim in it. 

It was late October before I took the time to sit down and write this trip report. However, the memories are still fresh in my mind and 
the calluses left on my feet by the blisters from this trip remain, so I like to think I can get away with it. Now, to tell this story I must take 
you back to early September, when the seven of us decided to postpone our studies into the last possible moments of the break. I could 
enlighten you with a series of tales from before we reached the start of the track, but I am afraid that this report would end up too lengthy. 
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Around 4pm, we crossed the Pyke River where it was wide but shallow. We realized that the good weather had enabled us to complete the 
track much more rapidly than the times we had accounted for. Spirits were high but nonetheless, we had a number of hours ahead of us. 
So we said goodbye to the Pyke River and entered a valley that would take us to the coast, while keeping a good pace. The forests began 
to change and vegetation gradually became more coastal in nature, but this meant that the forest became darker, colder and wetter. While 
keeping conversation, everybody listened out keenly for the sounds of rolling waves. Then, all of a sudden, the forest stopped rolling by and 
we had walked onto a sand dune. 
It was a bit of a surprise at first to see people again. We had known that there would be a number of private shelters out on the coast, but we 
had just walked into an unmapped bustling whitebait fishery town! The fishermen were extremely friendly and advised us to wade through 
the lagoon and take a shortcut to the Big Bay Hut. We took their advice and arrived on the beach in time to see the wonderful West Coast 
sunset. 

Day 4
I woke up at 7.40am, convinced that I had had a luxurious sleep-in. We had all thoroughly acclimatized to 5am wake ups. I arose despite the 
early hour and had nice coffee on the beach with Tom, while others decided to sleep in. The weather had remained clear and sunny, and we 
did not have to leave until 11am, as we had to wait for low tide to get from Big Bay into Martins Bay, where the next hut awaited us. Tom and 
I returned to the hut and found the others awake and getting ready to leave- someone had left the screen door open on their toilet venture 
and sandflies had invaded the hut. All we could do was leave as soon as possible. Thus, we were on our way at 10am. The day quickly turned 
into intense rock hopping- a sport we found we all enjoyed. The further we left the hut and the private batches behind, the larger the rocks 
became and the more seals we began to see. By the end of the day, we were all intoxicated with sunshine and stumbled upon a fur seal rookery. 
The sight of the seals wading about in the rock pool was entrancing, and we stayed and watched for a long time. 
By the time we arrived at the hut it was late. As we prepared dinner, we found that Tom had gone missing. Makeshift “search parties” set out 
and we soon found him asleep on a rock under the stars -thankfully he’d left his head torch on. 

Day 5
We woke up and left before dawn on a mission to find penguins. 
Quentin, Snorre and Tom burst off to climb rocks and find a suit-
able lookout point, but Julian and I found ourselves drawn back to 
the rookery. The fur seals were different than the night before. They 
were actively dancing around in the relative safety of the rock pool, 
while the power of the massive waves dissipated as they crashed onto 
the surrounding rocks. We eventually left in search of penguins, and 
were succeeded at finding some Fiordland Crested Penguins back 
in Big Bay. Euphoric, we went back to the hut, packed our bags and 
began another long day of tramping. It was obvious in the quality 
of the track that we were back on the Hollyford Track, and for the 
first few hours we raced along. We had morning tea and a swim in 
Lake McKerrow in the abandoned gold-miners’ settlement known 
as Jamestown. Following the track along, we hopped onto the slight-
ly more uncomfortable Demon Trail, where we encountered some 
three-wire bridges that thoroughly excited the engineers amongst us. 
Particularly Ray. Just Ray, really… We arrived at the Demon Trail 
Hut at dusk after a long day. That night, we used the paua shells we 
had gathered as shot glasses and worked our way through the re-
maining liquor. 

Day 6
After a pre-dawn swim in Lake McKerrow, we began the tramping. 
Everybody was glad to be off Demon Trail, which was not as unde-
veloped as the Pyke-Big Bay route but simply unmaintained and all 
the more bothersome for it. A bonus feature at the end of this sec-
tion of the track was a large swing bridge across the Hollyford River, 
which allowed us to admire its size from above. This was by far the 
largest river we had come across. From here on we backtracked to 
stay the last night in Hidden Falls Hut, where we all decided not to 
assess the state of our feet. 

By Maud Tissink

Day 7
There was some sadness in the moment as we said our goodbyes 
to the last hut that morning. A gentle two- hour walk to the track 
start marked the end of the Hollyford Track. We reached the track 
start long before we would be picked up and so we went for a good 
final swim. Following this, we were picked up by Brian and taken 
back past the Milford Sound to Te Anau. The next Brian then took 
us from Te Anau to Queenstown, and we retreated back to Bungi 
Backpackers that I’d recommend for those of you who like your free 
vegetable soup.

I must include that those of us who could find the time in their 
flight schedule to go out for the morning then woke up at 3am and 
climbed Mount Ben Lomond to watch the sunrise from its summit. 
The views were majestic.
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Date: Fri- Sun12-14 September 2014
Location: Auckland city, Auckland
Instructors: Anton Gulley, Matthew Battley
Attendees: Hannah Brightley, Tuan Chien, Dylan Steeples, Rosalie Sinclair, Finn 
Drummond, Louis Christie, Victor Callos, Bjoern Striebing

Advanced Bush School

Apparently it’s quite wet in the Kaimais in September. 
Really really wet. Kind of incessantly wet with good helpings of 
high-winds. Mind you, if you are going to sign up for 
Advanced Bush School, I guess you should know what you’re 
getting yourself in for.

The trip started with the attendees being whisked off from Uni 
on Friday night, with no idea which mystery location they were 
heading for, just that it was ~1.5hrs South of Auckland. With the 
rain ever increasing outside we drew closer and closer to our 
destination, feeling sure that no-one in the group had likely been 
to the area before. It was about when we hit Te Aroha that we 
realised that Finn had been in precisely the same area just last 
weekend. Ah well, so much for the surprise.
After a quick stop at Anton’s favourite fish and chip shop (which 
was about the only thing open in Te Aroha), we found the 
beginning of the Thompson’s Track in the Kaimai ranges. Leaping 
out of the car into a torrential down-pour, Finn, Louis & Victor 
(who later became known as ‘Team Ready’), were rearing to start 
with Anton and I, only to find the others (‘Team Not-Ready’) a 
little bit behind on the whole ‘being ready to go’. However all was 
forgiven as they gradually forced themselves into the downpour, 
and joined Hannah’s hopeful songs about sunshine. 
Unfortunately all anti-rain dances were ineffective, so with Tuan 
finally dressed we all began tramping up the track (a.k.a a river).
On the fly navigation training started early for all of us 
(including instructors) as it quickly became obvious that huge 
slips and logging trucks in the area had recently completely 
changed the tracks which Anton was so used to. In some places 
there were completely new tracks that looked surprisingly like 
the one we wanted, so we took some interesting midnight de-
tours up tributaries to our main sluice. Nothing says Advanced 
Bush School like muddy, soggy boots only a couple of hours in.
However, as time crept on and the mud continued, the 
convenience of Finn having been in the area the previous 
weekend kicked in as he recognised a significant mud-plain. 
Head-torches lighting our way we scrambled up a steep mud-
incline and followed the track up through the bush, eventually 
arriving at a grassy area suitable for camping. Relieved, we set up 
the tents and flies in the vain hope we might be able to at least 
have a dry place to sleep.

However, as time crept on and the mud continued, the 
convenience of Finn having been in the area the previous 
weekend kicked in as he recognised a significant mud-plain. 
Head-torches lighting our way we scrambled up a steep mud-
incline and followed the track up through the bush, eventually 
arriving at a grassy area suitable for camping. Relieved, we set 
up the tents and flies in the vain hope we might be able to at 
least have a dry and I found our way to the ridgeline and the 
Main North-South track on the Kaimais. Thankfully we were 
precisely where we needed to be, and after a little bit more 
scouting we came the back way back to camp only to discover 
that Anton’s planned campsite was right on the other side of the 
bushes we were camping by. 
Once we returned to camp there was still next to no movement, 
so Anton had to raise them all through an impressive rooster 
call. True to their good form the previous night everyone was 
surprisingly chirpy given the still horrid weather, but ‘Team 
Ready’ lived up to their name and were up first.
We began the first proper training day with some Nav’ revision 
– using a compass, taking bearings, triangulation and 
recognising important features on a map – before splitting the 
group into smaller groups of two and challenging then to work 
out where we were. This was naturally made even more difficult 
by the significant lack of visibility, but everyone got confidently 
close.
Once this practice was over it was time for some far more 
exciting expeditions. 
‘Team Not-Ready’ led Anton bush-crashing up to the summit of 
Motutapere, following bearings and contours and observing the 
map to find the easiest way up. Of course ‘easiest’ was certainly 
not a walk in the park in such dense bush.
Meanwhile, I followed ‘Team Ready’ into Death Valley through 
some steep bush-crashing before they picked the best route 
out of the bush down to the Thompson’s Track from the night 
before. The route worked well, locating and following a stream 
all the way out of the valley, and we made much quicker work of 
the Thompson’s Track than we did overnight. 
With ‘Team Ready’ feeling confident I let them loose with an-
other navigation challenge (including a visit to a helicopter pad) 
before heading back to camp myself.
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We all regrouped late afternoon back at camp - where it certainly 
hadn’t got any drier – and warmed ourselves up with trying to 
make a fire and tucking into dinner. Fed up with the weather we 
all showed our advanced age by retiring at about 7.30pm.
Along with more wind, rain and cold, Sunday brought with itself 
a race.
Pausing only to feed and water themselves and learn how to make 
an emergency shelter, the two teams prepared to pit their skills 
against each other in a battle of navigation. Packing up camp we 
all made our way halfway down the Thompson Track before the 
teams set off 5min apart to find the Trig off to one side of the 
track.

This trig has been used effectively in the past, but this year our two 
adversaries of the weekend (logging and weather) actually played 
into the teams’ hands. Ordinarily the trig is hidden by forestry 
trees, but as Anton and I discovered when we first saw the ridge, 
it now stood out like a sore thumb amongst logged ground. And, 
would you believe it, the only time we could have done with poor 
visibility to hide the trig, the sky cleared, making the trig a 
shining beacon of obviousness. Anton and I were now going to 
have a hard time beating the teams there; particularly when we 
discovered that his secret track had also been obliterated by 
logging.

All teams (including Anton and myself) had to clamber through 
bush, over logged trees and through torn-apart landscape in order 
to reach our goal at the end of that ridge. With a 15min head-
start ‘Team Ready’ just beat Anton and me there, and ‘Team Not-
Ready’ was just on their tail. 
We celebrated with ridge-top Chocolate before finding a some-
what easier route down, enjoying the occasional glimpse of sun 
after such a wet weekend.

But we weren’t quite out of the wet yet – there was still river-
crossing to practice. Finding the cars thankfully not eaten by the 
large surrounding cows, we found our way to the Wairongomai 
Valley. 
Practicing a variety of river-crossing techniques, everyone 
successfully navigated the river and became well versed in the 
optimal places to cross streams. We also discovered that neither 
Finn nor Anton could fit Finn’s whole tramping sock in their 
mouth, which was a very interesting experiment indeed.

So, after an eventful weekend of navigation, wetness and survival 
skills, we said goodbye to the mighty Kaimais and slogged our 
way back to Auckland, looking forward to beds which did not 
pool with water every time someone moved! Then again, don’t 
people pay quite a lot of money for a water-bed?

Author: Matthew Battley
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Date: Sat- Sun11-12 October 2014
Location: Whirinaki Forest Park, Bay of Plenty
Trip leader: Anna Bergin

Whirinaki Forest

What better way to start out on a drizzly weekend tramping than one of the classic Anna Bergin Farm stays? Feed the lambs a belly 
full of milk. Eat huge hamburgers. See the glowworms, and roast marshmallows on the bonfire. This was just a convenient stopover in 
Rotorua to get a head-start the next morning where we embarked on out intrepid journey to the midst of one of the most magnificent 
forests in all of New Zealand. Relax in the beauty of the Rotorua stink and get ready for a tramp of a lifetime.

The best way to see what New Zealand has to offer far from the main road is to get lost in the depths of the mighty Uruweras. Whiri-
naki Forest Park is one of New Zealand’s ancient forest gemstones with giant podocarps and stunning rivers and waterfalls. The Lower 
Whirinaki Track and the Mangamate Stream Track is an easy two-day hike that winds it way through a variety of native bush and 
forest and along the magnificent Whirinaki River. Some of our group had never been stream bashing before so this was an experience 
to remember and you couldn’t find a better place to do so than the Mangamate Stream. There’s no point trying to keep your shoes 
dry, half the fun is in the splash. Due to the recent downpours we played it safe and took the easy and bridged route in on the first 
day and prayed for a dry night at the Central Whirinaki Hut. Our grand attempt to establish a roaring fire was somewhat thwarted by 
the persistent drizzling but at least the next trampers would benefit from our huge firewood supply we left behind at the hut. I didn’t 
think I’d be teaching newbies on swinging an axe when we set out. We were well entertained anyway and nobody lost their foot. Day 
two took us straight up Mangamate Stream where we saw the rare and unique Whio (Blue Duck) as well as some ducklings. This duck 
is one of very few ducks in the world that live year-round on fast-flowing rivers. 

While the river crossings provided an opportunity to teach new 
trampers important techniques to stay safe, and the wet weather                                   
highlighted  the importance of proper tramping clothing for New 
Zealand’s changeable conditions, we all had a fantastic time and a 
tramp to remember. Many thanks to Hamish for supplying the pink 
chocolate – nom nom nom. 

Author: Anna Bergin

Maungamate hut. 

One of the stream crossings. Just an ordinary campfire - wait...
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An open letter to the proprietors of the 
Forgotten River Hotel

A note to the reader: 
The Forgotten River Hotel’s status has, on further investigation, been downgraded to that of a five-star rock bivvy, 
accessible only after numerous kilometres of dense bush and/or glacier travel. The editorial staff take this opportu-
nity to highly recommend this area and the glorious Olivine Ice Plateau at the head of the valley.

My companion and I were recently accommo-
dated in your establishment. Following this 
ordeal I feel compelled to inform in detail of 
our deep disappointment at the service, facil-
ities and number of walls which you purport 
to offer.

Our guidebook praised the Forgotten River 
Hotel most highly, describing it as ‘excellent’. 
Helen and I are accustomed to wilderness 
lodgings having frequented such eminent 
locations as the Delta Ridge Chateau, the 
Fanthams Peak Motel and the Moss Creek 
Inn, but never have we been subject to such a 
dashing of hopes as occurred on this occasion.

 On entering the Hotel’s lobby we found a 
cold hearth, draughty quarters and the rem-
nants of some long dead animal strewn across 
the mantelpiece.  We searched in dismay for 
the concierge, the mini-bar, the ensuite and the 
lavatory; all to no avail. Helen nearly broke 
down on discovering the absence of a bridge 
table. Our hopes of fine cuisine were dashed as 
the kitchen and all its staff also appeared to 
be missing. 

Needless to say, the state of the establish-
ment alone would have moved me to put pen 
to paper. However, it will be necessary to 
outline the treacherous nature of travel to 
the relevant premises in order to facilitate an 
accurate understanding of the gravity of this 
complaint. Our guidebook promised a ‘lightly 
blazed trail’ skirting the gorge which hems 
in the lower section of the Forgotten River. 
After several hours spent thrashing our way 
through boggy fens and clambering over steep 
hillocks bristling with grabbing trees and 
spiny bushes we emerged into the valley in 
a most unladylike state. Helen had torn her 

travelling garments in a most indecent manner 
and my coiffure was a peasantly array of 
woodland detritus. 

Although the flat expanse of river plain lay 
before us and one might have expected a 
jolly walk amongst some rather spectacular 
scenery it was not long before we were again 
confronted by ghastly vegetation. We battled 
with a bristling fortress of spear grass not ten 
metres from the entrance to the lobby. I can 
only assume that the groundsman has, like the 
rest of the staff, simply buggered off.

After a night spent huddled upon the tus-
sock-strewn flagstones we awoke surrounded 
by a dreary mist that clung to every surface. 
We nibbled the meagre snacks that we had 
tucked into our respective purses, our tears of 
woe halted only by the thought that we would 
soon be leaving.

Following a stretch of the legs and a wander 
around the nearby Olivine Ice Plateau we 
checked out of the Forgotten River Hotel, 
wishing only to forget our disappointing visit. 
I would have slammed the door on exiting the 
premises... but there wasn’t one.

I would like to inform you that we hold you 
entirely responsible for this traumatic series 
of events. We suffered as a result of the gross 
misrepresentations conveyed by the com-
ments in the guide book and the name of the 
establishment. I expect the moral and legal 
obligation to rectify these falsifications to be 
taken very seriously. 

Dear Sir/Madam,

Yours Sincerely,
Sylvie Admore
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The Hunua Ranges… and a grand traverse

AU(C)TC’s May Camp had its beginnings in 1942 and a tradi-
tion was soon developed that was to continue for another two 
decades. The pattern was for the ‘full-timers’, usually about  25 
or 30 , to catch a morning train to Papakura and to be met by 
hired buses. The larger group would go up the Hunua Gorge 
road and over the Moumoukai Hill Road to the Moumoukai 
valley, now the location of the Mangatawhiri Dam and reser-
voir; others would travel to the northern side of the ranges. 
The trampers were carefully organised into parties of five or 
six and headed for the various huts. Chief among these was 
Te Hapua, built in 1937 by the Auckland Tramping Club and 
located at the head of the Mangatawhiri Valley. 

Further down the valley was a hut built by the Ruapehu Ski 
Club; the Alpine Sports Club had built a hut of ponga logs 
in the Mangatangi Valley initially named Runnymede but 
changed to Runnymead in honour of Mr Arthur Mead who 
had done an enormous amount of work in purchasing land in 
the Hunuas (and in the Waitakeres) for the Council’s water-
works.  On the northern side of the ranges, on Plows Road, 
was Sandy Rose’s and, in the 1940s the club’s own Hutt Putt, 
built by Colin Putt. The aim was that parties would traverse 

the ranges, hopefully stay in the various huts and meet up, 
often at Te Hapua, and then cross over from the Moumoukai 
Valley to the Otau Valley (the stream that feeds the Wairoa 
dam) and travel from there over to the Presbyterian Bible 
Class Camp at the Hunua Falls. They would be met there 
by the ‘weekenders’ for two days of social activity and some 
tramping. The Club’s 2007 Jubilee History gives good account 
of the story of May Camp in its various manifestations. 

With the construction of the dams between the 1950s and the 
1970s tramping in the Hunuas was to change forever; some 
of the old tracks have been lost but the Auckland Regional 
Authority, the ARC and now the Auckland Council have con-
structed and maintained a series of well-marked and signed 
tracks. A number of circuits on the western side of the ranges 
are complemented by the Waharau loop track on the eastern 
side which gives access to the Adams Lookout and views over 
the Firth of Thames. David Gauld and I had a very satisfying 
day going from Waharau, past the Adams Lookout and over 
the highest point in the ranges, Kohukohunui, down the edge 
of the Thousand Acre Clearing, across the headwaters of the 
Mangatangi and back to the coast. 

The Hunua Ranges have featured in Tramping Club’s history from the earliest days; for older members the hey-day was proba-
bly the nineteen forties and fifties with an annual May Camp in the vacation between the first and second terms, in the days of a 
three term year, and in the time before the construction of the many dams which now provide much of Auckland’s water. More 
recently with the establishment of Hunua Ranges Regional Park and the construction and upgrading of tracks the ranges have 
again become popular especially with day walkers.
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Author: Brian Davis

This opened the idea of a traverse of the ranges which needed some help with transport but finally on 3 December 2013 six of us from 
the St Luke’s church (Remuera Rd) tramping group set out for the Mangatawhiri dam. The two person Transport Support Party left 
us with promises to meet us at Waharau, hoping that, if need be, there was cell phone coverage on the way. They drove around to the 
Wairoa dam for a walk before the long drive around to the coast through Kaiaua. Four of us of the Traverse Party, ages ranging from 
the fifties to the early eighties, then strode out along the Waterline Road to the start of Ernies Track. I’d followed this circumnavigation 
of the headwaters of the Mangatawhiri reservoir before; after a boggy walk along the lake shore the climb begins, a seemingly unrelent-
ing pull up to point 497m with a grassy clearing and good views over the southern end of the ranges. Soon began new country for me 
and the rest of the party along the Upper Mangatawhiri Ridge Track. This is described on the map as ‘recommended for experienced 
trampers only’. Fortunately it’s now reasonably well marked and undulates along the ridge between the Mangatawhiri River and the 
Konini Stream which flows into the Mangatangi reservoir. Finally and pleasingly we met the junction of the Kohukohunui Trig Track 
and the Mangatangi Ridge Track and could begin the gentle descent to the head of the Mangatangi Stream. A short pull up to the Wa-
harau Loop Track and it’s ‘all downhill from here’ to the Firth of Thames and the waiting drivers. What really made the day were fish 
and chips at the renowned Kaiaua Fisheries…. “Best Fish and Chips in NZ” says a reviewer on Tripadvisor ….  and a good soak in the 
Miranda hot pools. A nine hour tramp had left the walkers in a relaxed mood for the drive home. If you can find some friends with a 
car and an urge to be helpful, you should try it all someday. 
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Date: Sat- Sun11-12 October 2014
Location: Coromandel Ranges, Coromandel
Trip leaders: Laura Goudie, Joseph Griffiths (Socials Officers)
Trampers: too many to list

Pinnacles Cook-off IV
Mentally hatched by Peter Luk in 2010, the Pinnacles Cook-off is an annual social trip currently in its fourth year of execution, and 
seems to be establishing itself well as an AUTC tradition. Trampers are renowned for their cooking (and eating) abilities. Let any 
AUTC gathering be a testament to this phenomenon! This annual display of culinary talent is a very popular event, taking place at the 
famous Pinnacles Luxury Hotel. 

COOK-OFF 2014
We numbered 29 trampers, 5 teams on each meal. As in previous years, we walked up the summit track to the hut, with the option of 
the Billy Goat down the second day. The sunrise was foggily obscured on Sunday morning; however that didn’t stop us heading up at 
5am anyway. ‘Tis tradition, after all.
Food: was good. Some original dishes this year included sushi, caramelized strawberries crepes, and phallus-shaped instant cookies 
(that people were reluctant to eat for some reason). 

Chocolate prizes were given for category winners, as well as for best presentation, most 
interesting utensil and unusual ingredient.

The hut warden’s dog 
was impressed with our 
cooking. 

Plz plz plz 
feed me... I 
love you. 

Breakfast

Dinner

The team

The kitchen is firing up!
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HOW TO WIN: AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS
So what makes a great dish, a winning dish? There may be no 
fixed formula, but in my experience the following are good to 
keep in mind. 
 General considerations people take into account when voting 
include: 
• From scratch: this is the necessary factor. All dishes that have 
done well in the past have been made from scratch in the hut; and 
the corollary, those that were mostly store-bought were snobbed. 
The more impressive it is to make by hand, the better you’ll do.
• Taste: given that you’ve made it from scratch, this is the most 
important determinant of winning!
• Display and presentation: plain, delicious dishes still win; but 
first impressions can give you a decided edge. 
• Originality and creativity: good dishes should always have an 
element of intrigue and innovation. However, large quantities are 
not needed.
• Effort: not a huge consideration; however if you already have a 
good dish in other aspects... here’s bonus points!
• Crazy utensils/ ingredients: for the spot prize/ bonus category 
with e.g. a lawnmower blade or melon baller. Otherwise not a 
consideration. 
• Quantity: should always make enough for everyone to eat a 
portion. People won’t vote if they don’t have a taste; also plentiful 
food makes people happy. Good idea to make food easily divisi-
ble.

TIPS:
• Breakfast: because people are usually hungover from 
dessert the night before, savoury or semi-sweet dishes do better. 
• Meat/ vege vote: the number of vegetarians present really 
swing the vote. However, if all the other competitors present veg-
etarian dishes, being the only team serving meat will  be hugely  
in your favour. Since there’s no way to tell beforehand who’ll be at 
the table, having both meat and meat-free options is a safe idea.
• Trampers like strong and rich flavours. Caramels, ba-
nana, vanilla etc are good additions to dessert; while bacon, avo-
cado and (for some people) cheese are supplements for breakfast. 
Lots of sauces, seasonings and spices go well with dinner. 
• Use good-quality ingredients when taste matters, e.g. 
serving eating chocolate. 
• If you’re doing pancakes or chocolate fondue- they’d 
better be SATAN DAMN AMAZING with a taste like magical 
angel bunnies dancing in your mouth, because otherwise these are 
freaking boring and have been done to death already :)
• Don’t burn the custard. 

See you at the Pinnacles next year! 

Author: Anna Luo

A BIT OF HISTORY, AND COMPARISON ACROSS THE YEARS. 

For interest, here’s a bit more about the PCO. 

Winning dishes
Year Dinner Dessert Breakfast
2010 Filled deep-fried pasta, 

served with chicken soup.
Steamed chocolate pudding Kumara medallions with 

tomato salsa
2011 Authentic Indian Curry Lemon Meringue Pies Breakfast Sushi*
2013 Vegetarian Burgers Cookies’n’cream cheesecake 

chocolate cake 
Salmon & cream cheese 
bagels. 

2014 BBQ chicken breasts Banoffee pie with iced cream “Breakfast of Champions”*
*Breakfast sushi= pancakes, rolled up with bacon, egg, avocado etc, sliced into sushi rolls
*BoC= bacon, egg etc goodies with hollandaise sauce in a toasted bread stack. 

OTHER PAST NOTABLE DISHES

(Year 2) Spanish Tapas: a range of little tapas were presented on hand-made woven mats. However, despite the enormous effort that went 
into the cooking, victory was elusive. Whatever the reason, it shows that effort, creativity and presentation do not necessarily trump a 
simple, but really delicious dish.

(Year 3) Crumbed Venison: The battle between vegetarian and meat food has always been an interesting motif. This year, Steven brought 
along venison he’d hunted himself. In an extremely close vote, meat lost to Richard and Sarah’s vegetarian burgers. 

Winners with their prizes. 
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Date: Sat- Mon 25-27 October 2014
Location: Whirinaki Forest Park, Bay of Plenty
Trip leaders: Anna Luo, Carl Barnhill
Trampers: Nalini Singh, Sebastian Kalkoff,  Craig Smith, Rory Gardner, Chandelina Toala, 
                   David Stone, Edan Lyons, Thomas Skate

The Great Whirinaki
We met Saturday morning, punctually at half-seven.

… Most of us. 

*New Message from Carl:
0748: HURRY!!!!
*New Message from Carl:
0806: FIRE
*New Message from Carl:
0813: Save us Anna

(We all did arrive eventually).  

Whirinaki forest is green and bushy, much like the facial hair of a leprechaun. Like a leprechaun who acutely develops severe dia-
phoresis, rhinorrhea and continuous lacrimation on the second and third days; as the track merges carelessly with rivers of liquid 
dihydrogen oxide. 
It is highly recommended you fret about the very first stream crossing and make herculean efforts to cross the river dry; it will pro-
vide gleeful entertainment to your team when you eventually soak your feet (and/or face).

David: “I learned not to faceplant into river banks”.
Rory: “Enjoyed the stream bashing, lentil curry and amazing views of the night sky.”

Because the days are short, detours to the waterfall and caves are recommended. Also, carrying extra “food” items will please your 
trampers. Chan: “Thought “Vodka Cruiser” was an energy drink. Yummy dinners!”
You’ll also want some quality evening entertainment. Card games such as Saboteur are fun, as the huts are comfy and spacious. Of-
ten however, your trampers are perfectly capable of entertaining themselves after the leaders have gone to bed… (see photo spread)

The cave.

Sebastian: “Walking into the forest, drank dank vodka, took pic-
tures of milky way, then got nude with a bunch of dudes. Call me 
crazy but Whirinaki really opened my eyes.”

Thomas: “Amazing first experience in NZ. This trip is beautiful. 
The craziest thing it was in Maungamate hut. Sofus naked in the 
bench.

MORE INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES:
Edan: “Drop your pants! - Seb”
Nalini: “Tommy asked, “Did you not take a camera?” I replied: “ My heart is a camera. Each beat is a shutterclick. My soul will remember 
what counts.”
Craig: “I like cheese.”
Carl: “I like vodka!” :) Author: Anna Luo

Eventually, Labour Weekend drew to a close and we headed home. 

Overall, Whirinaki was a super-hardcore trip full of extenuating physical hardship. If not for the meticulous planning, organisation 
and good looks of the leaders, it is likely we would not have all survived. :)
Nah, seriously, it’s a really relaxed trip. Why not consider the Great Whirinaki for your next tramp- to make it more interesting, you 
should put boots on your hands and walk it upside down. 
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Date: Sat- Sun 25-26 October 2014
Location: Karangahake Gorge, Tauranga District
Trip leader: Annie “Frodo” Cao
Trampers: Katie “Pippin” Herbert, Sinead “Samwise” Brimacombe, Mariel “Meriadoc” Ahlers, Sarah “Aragorn” 
Jelbert, Christof “Gandalf ” Luteroth, Hamed “Gimli” Minaeizaeim, and Tom “Boromir” Goodman

The Fellowship of Karangahake Gorge
Nine adventurers were we, scaling the heights of the Karanghakpe Gorge! Beyond the well-trodden tracks of those less ad-
venturous (trampers in jandals?!) we ventured, pushing onwards towards the top of the 500900m mountain (well almost :P); 
through dense , rough terrain; across raging rivers… until we arrived at the ultimate hill of doom. The light was fading fast, 
the birds well into their twilight song. With over two hours to the hut to go, and all the Fellowship’s minds on Tom’s delicious 
nacho dinner, the decision was made to camp where no other had camped before...

Against all the odds, the brave team of nine explorers pitched our fabric shelters, chopped the fresh veggies and struck a fire up 
in the wilderness. The possums screeched around us, the river rushed noisily close by;  but we fine nine kept our cool and the 
nachos were successfully prepared. Once consumed, thought turned to baking. As every good tramper knows, baking is a must, 
and the Fellowship took this task very seriously. Laura’s health red velvet cakes were delicious; Tom’s chocolate caramel slice a 
wonder and Christof ’s heart shaped cookies were fantastic, and seemingly never ending…

The sun rose on our second day to our own private piece of paradise. Tea and coffee was provided by the hostess with the most-
ess (a proper English girl, Katie always has both tea and coffee bags) to restore the party… and the wizard Gandalf conjured up 
more cookies from a seemingly empty bag…We battled the river once more in an epic river crossing, scaled the heights of the 
Mangakino Pack Track and arrived the at the Dicky Flats campsite in time for lunch. A stroll along the Gorge complete with 
swim in the watering hole, completed the tramp for the weekend, but the adventure was not yet over….
Arriving back at the carpark at 3:30, Tom realised he had lost his keys on the track. A three hour wait for a new set was that final 
leg for four of the Fellowship, but they were restored by excellent garlic bread and other Italian delights in Paeroa to mark the 
end of a memorable weekend!

Author: Katie Herbert

Space-filling Jokes

1. What’s brown and sticky? 
A stick.

2. Why did the skeleton go to the party alone?
He had no body to go with!

3. Why did the man dump mince on his head?
He wanted a meatier shower!

4. What is the definition of a good farmer? 
A person outstanding in their field!

5. A magician was driving down the road… then she turned into 
a driveway. 
6.What does a vegan zombie eat? 

Grraaaaaiiins…
7. Why was the sand wet? 

Because the sea weed. 
8.What do you get if you divide the circumference of a pumpkin 
by its diameter? 

Pumpkin pi! 
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Date:   12th – 13th of November 2014
Location: Arthur’s Pass National Park
Leader: Annia Cao
Trampers: Laurien Heijs, Mariel Ahlers,    
  Matthew Lillis

Avalanche Peak
Cheeky Keas!

By Annie Cao
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With examinations complete, the mountains called and we 
had answered. Early on Wednesday morning we drove from 
sun-basked Auckland and headed south. Rolling beyond the 
urban jungle and skirting past churning industrial factories, the 
noise of the city soon faded towards open fields and the distant 
rumbling of storm clouds. Despite the forecast of gale, hail, and 
snow down to 900m, it was difficult to believe that there might 
soon be snow to lace the mountains of Ruapehu. 

Somehow Metservice is rarely wrong and as we approached the 
mountains, it proved its veracity one more as moving igloos 
– snowed in cars honked at us as they headed downwards. 
Whakapapa Village – unlike November last year – was encased 
in snow. A frosty nip filled the air, and as new flakes settled 
amongst the budding lawn, ski attire felt more appropriate that 
the tramping shorts and shirt. It was bizarre to think that spring 
was in full bloom four hours up north. 

On that first afternoon, we tramped towards Whakapapaiti 
Hut. New to tramping through bush in snow, the journey was 
unlike anything that any of us had ever experienced. Nobody 
had ever mentioned how beautiful forest tracks looked during 
a snowstorm. Imagine sweeping your fingers along the banks 
of the path, and scooping up fresh handfuls of powder. Stalk 
through the trees, and watch as flakes line every intricate branch 
with their delicate frost. As we turned every corner, a new forest 
glade would reveal streams of sunlight refracting into the mists. 
All surfaces were glazed with snow and very step tread upon a 
floor that was yet untouched by man. Nothing defines beauty 
better than nature.

That afternoon was filled with wonder for all of us. However, as 
the sun set, the meandering was soon replaced with the growing 
urge to pick up the pace and reach destination Whakapapaiti 
before darkness fell. The track was estimated to take two and a 
half hours – but with the snow, the time taken to journey had al-
most doubled. The next two hours was spent picking through a 
glorious valley of snow peppered rocks, and wild grasslands. We 
stumbled into the hut at 8:15pm - a quarter of an hour before 
the sunset over the frozen valley. Both blown away and frozen 
by our journey, a flurry of activity to get the fire going, heat up 
hot water and dinner then ensued.  Stefan Schultheiss makes an 
incredible chicken curry.  

Some of the happiest moments of my life come from tramping. 
What more could one want than the warmth of a fire, the heart 
of kai in the belly, and the comfort of companionship? We had 
hiked kilometres into the wilderness. We were in the in the 
depths of a snowed in valley at the base of New Zealand’s largest 
mountains. As we settled in for the night’s kip, we slept in the 
comfort of knowing that Ruapehu had us nestled within her 
embrace. 

The next morning is best described through photographs: If 
the first day was beautiful, then the second was glorious. After 
a clouded first day, we opened the hut entrance to find Rua-
pehu sitting outside the front door. She sat like a snow queen 
with clouds as her entourage. The storm had lifted to reveal 
blue skies, and timeless transport into a different land. A nippy 
frost filled the air, and snow blanketed every surface on the soft 
grasslands. During our return trip, we could do nothing but to 
frequently turn and gaze at her splendor. 

Date:   12th – 13th of November 2014
Location: Ruapehu
Trampers: Carmen Chan, Apoorv Narang, Nicola 
Tuckey, Stefan Schultheiss, Christian Barkholt Muller

Whakapapaiti Hut  

Author: Carmen Chan
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Leader: Matthew Battley
Team: Finn Drummond, Blair Ramsdale, Sylvie Admore, Carmen Chan
Total Number of Skinny Dips: 29 
Date: 22nd of November – 30th of November

Sitting back in Auckland City, within my bedroom and gazing 
at this laptop screen, it is somewhat surreal that all that was 
experienced was simply a few days thence. For the next period 
of time, I will now put down into words memories of what had 
happened so that such an experience, can be remembered. 

Planning for this trip began a long time ago. Within the midst 
of examinations during October, when Matthew Battley sent 
out the call for recruits. An eight day trip! One month later, the 
team began to band up in Christchurch. Matthew Battley, Sylvie 
Admore, Finn Drummond and myself caught the NakedBus 
down to Wanaka and subsequently ‘Yelp!’ to Makarora. Blair 
Ramsdale – a meticulous hunter with a penchant for spread-
sheets and dinner organizing was to meet up in Makarora from 
Queenstown.
 
Makarora is a township nestled halfway in between Wanaka 
and Haast. With a population of 60 people and hidden by the 
Southern Alps, the place consists of a campsite, and a pub 
adjacent to the DOC centre. We attempted to check in at DOC 
but found that it was closed on weekends. Undeterred by the 
closure, we set up camp and watched a flock of woodpigeons 
sweep past us just before another crazy Yelp shuttle veered 
into the campsite and out tumbled Blair and a wide eyed, grey 
haired shuttle driver. He had just travelled from Queenstown to 
Makarora in just over an hour, with the apparent driving speed 
being on average 130km/h. 

And thus, the crew was finally together: Three mechanical 
engineers, a lawyer and a doctor. Five expeditionists about to 
head into the bush together for eight days living on cheese and 
crackers, salami and whatever Blair managed to dream up on 
his mysterious spreadsheet. Prior to the journey, we’d never 
hike together, and yet we were about to embarked on one of the 
longest expeditions of our lives.

The weather had appeared a bit sketchy for the trip. In poor 
weather, we would be unable to go through the Gillespies Pass, 
and with clear weather, Makarora was scheduled for a 1080 
drop. Uncertain about our route, we decided to work this out 
in the town’s soul centre and decided to head to the Makarora 
Pub on the pre-journey dinner. Three hours later, we ultimately 
decided to call at the DOC centre the following morning and 
wandered off to our tents. We never expected that they wouldn’t 
work weekends, but luckily the pub was open so we borrowed 
their landline phone to call DOC and found out that they 

wouldn’t drop bait until there were predicted clear patches of 
weather with no wind. We were clear for the journey. 

Thus, at 9:30am on the 23rd of November 2014, a band of five 
AUTC trampers caught a Jet boat down Makarora River into 
the entrance of the Young Valley. Racing down the water with 
snow tipped mountains looming into the distance, one couldn’t 
help but feel the incredible excitement of the trip to come. What 
will the next seven days bring? The water was clear, sun was 
shining and the mountains were beckoning. We were dropped 
off on the side of the bank, and loading up our packs, slinging 
on our laden packs, we began our journey towards our first 
destination. 

The landscape is beautiful. Our boots squelched into soft peat, 
and streams of light angled into boughs of beech as we made 
our way into the valley. The native rock wren flittered amongst 
the bushes, and mossy banks lined the mounds of the track. 
Clambering amongst the beech strawberries and shards of 
schist, we tramped six hours through beech forest towards 
Young Hut. This evening, we entered into to the wonderful 
world of Monty Python and the Life of Brian. Having never 
seen their shows before, I was swept by a flurry of interestingly 
unique British humour. The night ended up with tales from the 
world of Bazoum, and the traditional table traverse underneath 
Young’s tables. 

On the second day, we woke with the crack of dawn. With poor 
weather predicted for the afternoon, it was ideal that we try 
and cross Gillespie’s Pass before it became too difficult. Nestled 
in between Young and  Siberia, the route was only 12km but it 
was predicted to take 6-8 hours. The track leading into Gillespie 
valley is glacier carved valley, filled with mountain tarns and 
mind-blowing. We walked into the valley until it appeared to 
come to a deceiving ‘dead end’. 

Imagine reaching the end of a lengthy route on a flat plain, 
approaching the base of a mountain and then wondering ‘where 
next’. Look upwards. Yep. Bright red pole markers peeked in 
between the mountain scrub and snaked vertically upwards. We 
crawled up vertically for over an hour, climbing in total over 
900m to reach the summit of the pass. With each periodic gaze 
upwards from the track, I couldn’t help but feel swept by the 
heady view, and the growing excitement that with every step, 
we were growing more level with the snow-capped peaks of 
Mount Awful and Mount Dreadful. 

Young-Wilkin Expedition
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View from the summit: Mount Doris lying nestled in between Mount Awful and 
Mount Dreadful.

Walking towards the crucible, we heard thunderous roars of avalanches between the upper peaks and hopped past mountain streams 
trickling from the adjacent glaciers lining the rock faces. Before climbing up the rim of the bowl, we had predicted, after the reports from 
Alistair McDowall a few icebergs floating within a pool. This was supposed to be Blair’s plan for a midday bath.
As we peered over the rim, we found a massive ice sheet spanning over 300m in diameter sitting adjacent to three small glaciers. A nippy 
wind sang through the air, and as Sylvie, Matt and myself settled down to gaze at the Antarctic-like beauty, both Blair and Finn promptly 
ripped off their clothing and jumped in for the midday swim. I’ve got to admire the guys. They lasted for over fifteen seconds.
After the morning trip, we made our way back to Siberia for the midday meal, and pulled on our wet weathers as the rainstorm set in for 
our afternoon trip towards Kerin Forks. The terrain is relatively easy, but the challenge in the route is the river crossing that occurs direct-
ly prior to arrival at Kerin Forks hut. It had been raining for the past one and a half days and by the time we arrived opposite Kerin Forks, 
the Forks had swelled into a rapid beast. The wind was growing, and the weather darkening. As we stalked upwards and downwards 
searching for a widened base to cross, an oystercatcher followed us with its loud shrills as we searched for a wider base to cross. 

Unlike the predicted forecast, the weather held, 
and following a break-taking pause at the summit, 
we made a meandering descent down the pass 
through knee-deep snow. Travelling downhill 
as steeply as we came upwards with a weeklong 
laden pack sat heavily on all knees, but it gave 
returning to the valley floor a sweet triumph as we 
subsequently spent the afternoon sunning, swim-
ming in the steams and waterfalls around Siberia 
Valley. It was during this afternoon that Blair and 
Finn officially started the skinny dipping contest, 
and we met Doris, the Mountain Duck (of which 
Mount Doris is named after). 
On the third day, we made a morning trip to Cru-
cible Lake, which was nestled high above Siberia 
Valley. As opposed to a typical mountain tarn, 
Lake Crucible sits within the cupped ‘bowl’ at 
the end of an age old glacier at the base of Mount 
Alba. The journey starts with a steep rise follow-
ing the grasslands of Siberia, and sit at the end of a 
harsh rocky valley high in the peaks. 

Crucible Lake – Iced Over
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There were two options that we had at this point: 1. Either 
attempt to cross the river or 2. Make a tramp back to Siberia Hut 
and wait out the storm for the next 2-3 days. After some discus-
sion, we decided to attempt a crossing and eventually selected a 
place where two perceived ‘banks’ were present halfway. Pausing 
to tie our roll mats to the top of our packs (reduces the buoy-
ancy of the pack, and surface area in contact with the river), 
and securing our hiking poles, we shuffled the shorter fellows 
between the taller and linked arms with packs. The water was a 
deep blue in between the two sections with an unknown depth, 
but the aim was that shorter individuals would be secured should 
the weather rise above our heads. Planning the ‘caterpillar’ as a 
contingency plan if we needed to turn back, we began our slow 
and steady way across the rushing torrent. Finn directed the calls 
as we took careful steps across. The water buffered at our packs, 
and the group swayed with the gushes. The water rose to chest 
height at points, but within one adrenaline punched, timeless 
moment, we made our way across the river and crawled upwards 
over its high banks. Success. The evening was spent baking tramp 
bread, continuing Doris the Mountain Duck’s story, and having 
story time by Finn where we listened to the tales of a forty year 
old climber who decided to explore the Hindu Kush. 

Day four consisted of a meander along the Young Track, past 
Wonderland Flats, across Jumboland (named after a horse 
named Jumbo) into Top Forks. Much of the track is relatively 
well marked until the end where we bush bashed along the river 
banks to the odd knoll at the corner prior to Top Forks. That 
evening, we feasted upon copious amounts of pita bread and 
meats. The subsequent morning, we slept past the rainstorm, 
until Matt literally started climbing the banisters from pent-up 
energy. Thus, during the afternoon, we commenced our journey 
up into the North Branch of Top Forks, past Disappearing Tarn, 
Lake Diana and Luke Lucidus. All really, really excited for a dip 
in a rain, we went for a swim in Lake Lucidus, followed by a 
flurry of dressing on its banks. While we made a beeline back for 
the hut, Finn and Blair continued on their skinny dip challenge 
in the other lake, with Blair also bagging the Disappearing Tarn. 
At the hut, we spent the evening baking bread and finishing the 
night with a game of charades. 

By the intentions guide, nobody had been at Top Forks for over 
a month. With the poor weather, we had been the sole tramp-
ers within huts and it was thus a surprise at 8:38pm when new 
trampers knocked on the hut door while Finn stroked his beard 
to act out ‘Fluffy’ Bunnies in a game of charades. Spontaneously 
opening the door, while in his underwear, we heard an American 
accent float through the frame as she said ‘sorry, do you have 
any clothes on?’ Three women gazed wide eyed into the small 
backcountry hut at the sprawl of packs, clothing, food and liners 
filling the room… and then back at Finn who was lost for words. 
Sylvie ultimately gasped out an explanation: ‘..we’ve been in this 
hut for two days….would you like some hot water?’.

Day six was spent hiking back towards Wonderland Flats, and 
exploring the unmarked valley. Imagine a hidden valley and 
rushing rivers of icy blue. It was as if the mountains had played 
one big bowling game. Boulders the size of houses and a rubble 
of fallen trees sat precariously layered by carpets of moss. We 
boundered, and we caved. Slipping in between the tiny gaps be-
tween these mountains houses, we worked out ways up the valley 
like ants caving through mounds. Many-a-times we slipped 
through rabbit holes.
Arriving back at Wonderland Flats in the evening, we built a 
campfire and settle in for a yarn and hypothetical marshmallow 
toasting. The carpet of stars – an overwhelming richness of con-
stellations littered the sky’s vault dusted out skies as we beeded 
down for the night. 
We woke up on the seventh morning to blue skies, a nippy breeze 
and a snowline that was down to 600m. A pair of Canadian geese 
honked past nearby, and mountains with their steamy new snow 
budded off new cumulus clouds. With much shoulder shrugging 
(which Sylvie taught, would warm us up), we  broke up camp, 
slipped on icy boots and started on the track back towards Kerin 
Forks. Back at the hut, we lazed by the deck while watching the 
Kerin River meander down the valley. Now significantly lower, it 
was somewhat surreal to believe that we had crossed its watery 
depths during a raging rainstorm.

Through the Rabbit Hole
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Matt had booked for us a jet boat out of the valley and we’d hopped on, expecting a simple shuttle out. Instead were treated to the full 
tour of the valley with the adrenaline kicks included. With easy breezes, blue skies and glacial water, we finished the adventure racing 
out of the wilderness with the full skids and spins. The packs – now significantly lighter  - bounced in the back seat, giving little hint of 
the weight that they’d once carried. 

That night, we had dinner once more at the Makarora pub. The drinks flowed freely, and we ate until even Matt could eat no more. The 
Young-Wilkin tramp was a journey into the Southern Alps was one of incredible beauty, challenge and companionship. Eight days in 
the wilderness without communication with the outside world – except for face to face contact – re-routed the mental circuits and our 
minds to a simpler way of life. There is something incredibly beautiful and enriching about sharing the wilderness of landscape with 
those who are entirely present along with you. Ears perked, the body adjusted and there was something ‘right’ about simply lying in 
the sun to gaze at mountains. There was something free about crouching down to drink from glacial streams, and to wash in mountain 
waterfalls. New Zealand has a landscape which is both wild and magnificent and these eight days certainly brought us all closer to 
home.  

Author: Carmen Chan

THE TALE OF DORIS THE MOUNTAIN DUCK

A Young-Wilkin Adventure – written by Sylvie Admore, Blair Ramsdale, Matthew Battley, Finn Drummond & 
Carmen Chan. 
This story was written on the back of a printed map of the Young-Wilking Valley. Passed on from person to 
person at the dinner table throughout the expedition, the tale of Doris was soon born. 

Siberia Hut: 25th of November 2014
Once upon a time, there was a duck named Doris. Doris spent most of her time foraging for dropped morsels of food in Western 
Springs park and dreaming of the future. One day, an intrepid bunch of hardy AUTC trampers were dishing out bread and talking 
about lofty peaks, wide open space and the Life of Brian. With their Happiness and Contentedness rubbing off on Doris, she was 
inspired to turn her life around. Using a plan so cunning you could put a tail on it and call it a weasel, Doris stealthily hid in one of the 
tramper’s bags, nestling between some scroggin and polyprop for a ride into the wilderness. Disguising herself as a duck sleeping bag, 
Doris snuck through airport security and was loaded into the aircraft for her flight into an unknown South Island location. Initially, 
Doris ended up in Westport. However, terrified upon landing in the desolated landscape, she followed her homing instinct, got the 
duck out of there and flew to Wanaka. 
Upon seeing the approaching mountains, Doris suddenly had a Significant Realisation: She was neither a mallard, or even a paradise 
duck. She had realised her calling – she was a mountain duck! With inspiration coursing through her avian veins she headed west, the 
rising summits of the Southern Alps shining in her eyes. From her eye in the sky, she suddenly spotted the same bunch of trampers! 
(They must have got a connecting flight further south). Swooping down towards them she lands in the panoramic mountain town of 
Makarora! ‘Thank God it had a Pub!’, she ejaculated. After a contented sleep in the Visitor’s Centre Campground, Doris woke to see 
the morning light creep slowly into the valley, unveiling an awe-inspiring vista. 

Kerin Forks Hut: 26th of November 2014
Doris decided to tramp into Wilkin Valley. Starting at the Young River she floated upstream towards Gillespies Pass. However as Doris 
approached the head of the valley she noticed that that mountains and snow were not what she expected. These were no Auckland 
‘mountains’ but two kilometer high peaks carved out by ancient glaciers! Realising that there was more to this ‘tramping thing’ than 
she’d thought, Doris floated down the river to find someone to show her the ways of the tramper. At first, she tried the Visitor’s Centre, 
but no one would serve her, because she was a duck. Feeling dejected, Doris walked slowly along the Makarora River when she noticed 
a kea flying high above. Quacking as loud as she could, Doris attracted the kea’s attention.
 The kea wolf-whistled and swooped down to land beside her. They gaze into each others beady eyes and recognize within each other 
a kindred spirit – the call for the wild. 
‘Quack’, said Doris. 
‘Keaaah!’, said the Kea. ‘Do you come here often?’
Doris, distracted by the kea’s sleek plumage stood open-beaked for a second before replying with a strangled quack. The kea cackled, 
spraying shards of a recently destroyed hut onto the riverbank. ‘You’re new around here, aren’t you’, he said. ‘From Auckland by the 
sounds of it’. [*insert tramp talk then…] ‘This is how you tramp yo!’.
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Top Forks Hut: 27th & 28th of November 2014
Doris slept soundly and awoke early at five in the morning to head into the wilderness. Fortunately Doris was travelling alone and did 
not have to make a consensus to decide the get up time. Doris’s city legs soon tired easily from the hard work paddling and walking 
up the Young Valley. However, with a stout spirit, she was undeterred by the looming steepness of Gillespies Pass and approached a 
tarn at Gillespie’s Basin. Seeing the red markets ascend upwards 890m into the distance, she spread her wings to prepare to flap up to 
the summit. As she was spreading her wings however, Doris remembered the call of the mountains that had grasped her as she arrived 
in the South Island – the call that told her that she was a mountain duck. She should walk the hills – not fly above them! Doris was 
stumped. Her eyes wandered upwards, gazing at the snowy peaks above. If she were to give up the gift of flight and accept this new 
course, how was she to learn the many skills needed for land based mountain travel? Just as she was pondering this dilemma, Do-
ris noticed a flitting shape darting amongst the rocks a little further onwards Intrigued, she called out ‘Hello – who’s there?’. At that 
mment the shape skimmed over the tuft of tussock towards her, the green blur slowing until it resembled a tiny bird with gleaming 
eyes and a proud, white breast. ‘Y-y-your different’, piped the bird. Doris nodded, declining to point out her respective, and similar 
opinion. ‘I’m Robbie the Rockwren – rock and ice climber extraordinaire!’ the wren peeped. ‘How can I help?’
‘Well’, said doris. I’ve been internalising a complicated situation in my head’. I don’t think I should fly. I’m a mountain duck… could 
you teach me to climb a mountain?’. 

‘Well’, said the Rock Wren, ‘One of the most important skills I know of is how to self arrest’. 
‘What’s that?’, asked Doris. ‘Does it involve any policemen?’
‘No silly!’, tittered Robbie, ‘self arresting is how you stop yourself sliding down the mountain if you slip. Grasp your ice-axe in your 
uphill wing and if you slip, position yourself over the ice-axe with your knees on the ice Alternatively you might want to use your beak 
if you don’t have an ice axe!

Epilogue:
Doris ended up learning the ways of the mountain, and became world famous in New Zealand as a mountain duck extraordinaire. Her 
adventures through New Zealand’s snowy peaks were passed on for duck generations, and were eventually immortalized into duck 
legend. A mountain in the Southern Alps was eventually dubbed ‘Mount Doris’ in her memory.  To inspire future ducklings, Mt. Doris 
can be view today nestled in between Mt. Awful and Mt. Dreadful from the top of Gillespie’s Pass. 

Submitted by Carmen Chan

So the hut working bee was run over the Week 7 weekend of Semester 1, organized by Anton, Joe (socials 
officer), Sam (general member) and I. we had gone out to the hut on several occasions before to check out the 
status of the hut and to figure out what needed to be done.

During the working bee, we completely replaced the front left section of wall, including fixing up the front 
door/ door frame. In addition to replacing the weather boards, we had to replace all of the bracing inside. We 
also had several people clean up the toilets (including the roof), the roof of the main building and a lot of the 
rubbish from inside. Some of the other tasks were: fixing the hand rail next to the water tank, replacing a num-
ber of floor boards that were rotten or had holes, and clearing/sorting out the closet of all the junk (completely!)
Lastly, we painted up the seats and the new boot rack that Anton had acquired for us.

At the moment, the hut is in pretty good shape. For the future, plans include:
-          Replacing the wooden beams that support the water tank.
-          Replacing the weatherboards on the right front wall. Bracing may need replacing as well.
-          Swapping the toilet barrels out.
-          Removing some more of the rubbish behind the hut.

I also want to thank everyone who came out to help, especially Anton and Sam for their help with organizing 
the working bee.

Hut Working Bee 

Tom Miller, Hut Officer 2014
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